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mand that their grievances against
the employes should be considered
by the federal board appointed to arbitrate the demands tor setter wages
and working conditions made by
and trainmen. This concession apparently removed the only remaining obstacle to arbitration and
averted a strike.
"After a brief conference with the
labor leaders the mediators announcN
ed that the articles of arbitration SOUTHERNERS, WHO REBELLED
MCwould present the 16 original demands
AGAINST
REPUBLIC, COMING
of the employes without changes. The
BACK INTO LINE
only poinj; won by the railroads was
an agreement that the decision of
FOUR HURT IN WRECK
RIFLE TEAM
HOLD MEETING IN CA1HEBRAL
IS SELECTED the arbitrators should become effec TERMS FOR PEACE PROPOSED
Macon, Ga., July 26. Two English,
tive October 1, instead of being
men, one fireman and one passenger
WILL REMAIN ON RAN'iE PRACDISPUTED
GREETING EXTENDED
MATTERS
VISITORS were
MAY
BE
injured, probably not fatally,
TICING UNDER t DIRECTION
IS
SETTLED WITHOUT FURTHER
WARM, IN COMPARISON
and one negro train porter was killOF LIEUT. BUMP
ed at Holton, Ga., near here today
WITH VIOLENT SISTERS
BLOODSHED
DIES IN AN AUTO
in a head-ocollision of Southern
Fremont, Neb., July B6. R, B.
railway passenger trains The dead
MEN
ASSIST IN WELCOME porter, apparently paralyzed by the TOTAL COST WAS $12,000 Schneider, secretary-treasure- r
of the AMERICAN OFFICER BLAMED
com
to
Grain
failed
an
of
train,
speed
died of heart disease
a PAY ROLL AMOUNTS
pany,
while
switch
a
throw
that
it
pass
might
TO $7,700
POLICE OFFER NO INTERFERENCE
ADMIRAL'S REFUSAL TO SEND
driving his automobile from his home
standing one, and died in the wreck
AND OTHER EXPENSES
AND EVERYTHING IS MIGHTY
OUT BLUEJACKETS IS CONto his office today. Mr. Schneider
age. All the hurt were taken to an
ARE ABOUT $5,000
DEMNED BY FOREIGNERS
ROSY
was
for
many years prominent in Ne
Atlanta hospital.
braska politics. He was republican
The First regiment. New Mexico national committeeman for several
thousand
London, July 26. Many
Shanghai, China, July 26. Peace
National Guard, in charge of Colonel years and in the 'second McKinley proposals are under way hera besuffragettes paraded LonE. C. Abbott, left this afternoon on convention was one of the western tween the two
TODAY IN CONGRESS
don this morning as a preliminary to
parties. Dr Wtt Tins
a special train, the companies going managers of the campaign. He was B'ang, formerly Chinese minister to
a great service ii St. Paul's cathedral
to their respective stations in the born at Beardstown, 111., in 1854. He the United States aa prominent
in
and a subsequent demonstration
different
"
parts of the state. The had lived in Fremont 45 years.
among the intermediaries, but It is
Washington, July 25 Senate: Tar- Hyde Parfc
of camp took place at 9
doubted here whether ha Is author
,
breaking
question.
The London women turned out to iff debate continued.
ized
was
o'clock
Ambassador Wilson, however, reand
,in
until
forby Provisional President Yuan
with
conferred
progress
Bryan,
Secretary
greet at the cathedral the marching
ceived the" correspondents in Mr.
Shi Kai. ' The principal Wu Sing Fort
on propos- about 12 oclock, when the march to
relations
committee
eign
which
arrived
all
from
parts
columns,
the Santa Fe station started. The CLAIMS INFLUENCE IN
Bryan's office. While ne was ques- of the kingdom yesterday. These ed Nicaraguan treaty.
today definitely declared for tlie govsecernment.
tioned Secretary Bryan's private
The country people and
under
the
of
in
recess
committee
command
until
regiment,
Lobby
maching columns, in emulation of their
Colonel Abbott and the battalion comthe workmen at the arsenal are ret
retary made a stenographic record of American sisters, whose march to Monday,
BILL
OF
PREPARATION
the interview which turned out to
gaining confidence and, are- - returning
House: Met a noon and adjourned manders, marched from Camp McWashington to influence legislation fabe not at all Illuminating on the sitto their work.
over
the
Boulevard
noon
Donald,
and
m.
12:04
at
until
Monday.
p.
vorable to the suffrage cause, attractuation further than bringing rrom the
Some bluejackets were landed here
Bridge street to Douglas avenue, NEW YORK MERCHANTS'
so much attention, converged on
ed
ambassador a denial ok the statement
this
thence
to
the
The
station.
morning at the request of the
straight
MAKES ASSERTIONS'
.the capital along the five roads lead-iatthat he had been asked to prepare
march
a
attracted
authorities, and the fordeal
of
municipal
great
SENATE
WILL
APPROVE
ABOUT
COST
TARIFF
to Loi'lnn which ended at tliii
a report on the mediation proposiconsults with the object of scattention.
eign
tension House Ihe center of the Brittion. The ambassador spent the first
the rebel forces in the country
The
of all the camp materWashington, July 26. Senator Lip-pl- tering
ish world.
NICARAGUAN SCHEME ial wasloading
and suburbs adjoining Shanghai. A
under the command of Cappart of the day going over copies of
senate
to
had
referred
the
today
Every constituency in the country
his previous reports to the state detain F. W. Thompson, quartermaster lobby investigating committee a pub- cordoa of pickets was at once stasent representatives to join the variof the regiment, and it was with lit- lished interview with Chairman Down- tioned around the foreign settlement
partment.
Later it was definitely determined ous columns during their progress and THE PROPOSED TAKING OVER OF tle trouble that the whole outfit was
and at each end of the Su Chow creek
ing of the New York Merchants' as
CANAL SITE: HAS A GOOD
that Ambassador Wilson will not the small detachments of suffragettes
No serious trou. sociation tariff committee In which at the limits of the settlement, to
made
to
ship.
ready
Land's-enSOUND TQ, SOLONS
confer with the president until Mon- who originally started from
ble oT any kind was experienced. It was claimed that the association's prevent the passage of the rebels.
uttertwo
the
toand
of
remainder
In response to ai appeal from the
day. He spent the
Captain Thompson has been a valu- committee had...much: it to do with mod- most limits of the island
Washington, J i. j ; 26. Secretary able member of the
day conferring with M. Bryan.
this year ificatlon of administrative features residents of- Chapa'fl northern suguard
on the way until they formed Bryan had anothei J ;xecutive session and
Del Valle has Explanation
his work in the quartermaster's of the tariff bill by the een.te finance burb, the municipal police offered to
with the senate foreign relations comcolumns.
a
great
conference
had
DelValle also
take command there.
has been excellent.
department
committee.
The women started June 18. They mittee today over the proposed Nicwith Secretary Bryan, at which he
A proclamation! was made By the
Lieutenant
Rosell of the United
Chairman
the
finance
Simmons
of
It was said
authorities notifying the
submitted something in the nature of were cordially received in all parts araguan protectorate, but
States army, who acted as biKtruc-tiomunicipality
no conclusions were reached.
committee, said he never had heard
and those actively assoa report based on his observations in of the country, clergymen, college
also left this afternoon. of
belligerents
officer,
Downing.
A special session of the committee
Mexico.
Whether it related to Am- - professors and business men speaking
Lieutenant Rosell will go from Las
ciated with the revolt that the forwill be held Tuesday, at which Mr.
senate resumed consideration
route.
The
their
at
their
meetings
along
established..
not
was
bassador Wilson
to Chandler, Okla., where, he
Vegas
eign settlement should be closed
will appear again.
of
the
chemical
schedule.
Senator
unionists
At
the
gave
Bryan
Bedford
trade
declined
Mr.
to;
and
will
an
he
Both
'direct
Bryan
encampment of the
Mr. Bryan, with President Wilson's
a
state militia of Oklahoma. Lieuten- Lodge moved to strike the duty off
discuss it. It became known today proof of their loyalty by escorting
Is
ratification
for
pressing
ant Rosell expressed himself as more peanut oil, saying it was used largeAmerican Admiral Condemned.
that DelValle came to Washingtoi speaker who was addressing a hostil? approval,
a treaty by which, in return for a
of butterlne,
he
rethan pleased with the work at Cam!) ly in the manufacture
from Mexico, on the same train and audience.
Peking, China, July
of $3,000,000,
was a valuable substitute for butter
Nicaragua McDonald
No untoward incidents marred the payment
Admiral Reginald F.
ten
of
the
Rear
the same ship with Ambassador
fusal
during
past
Jays.
march and when the women reached would grant to the United States ex- In his Inspection, held yesterday and should not be faxed. Senator Nicholson, commander-in-chie- f
of the
c
to an
London
they made a triumphal entry. clusive rights
Lieutenant Rosell found Sherman of Illinois also protested American Asiatic fleet, to send AmerAs a result of its conference with
morning.
A corps of newspaper gir'.g aocompa- - canal route, naval bases in the Bay that not one militiaman had fallen against the duty for the same reason.
ican marines to Ku Ling is generally
Secretary Bryan the foreign relations
official of Fonseca and the United States
the
marchers
was
the
liied
a
The
vote
tabled
selling
circles here,
by
proposal
Ambassador
on
the
will
orders
of
had
been
short
call
that
committee
criticised in
of tKe constitutional suffraa;- - would assume the same relations given him by the companv command- of 47 to 22. Senators Clapp, Borah,
otimal
British adand
for
next
German
the
week,
early
Wilson, probably
although
with Nicaragua as it has with Cuba
r
ettts.
with
Gronna
and
Cummins,
condito
Kenyon,
a
Mexican
is
agree
which
creditor;!'! slnwin?
an explanation of the
mirals are reported
under the
Piatt amendment. ers,
with
democrats.
voted
the
militia.
a
for
Nicholson.
ambassador's
appearance
The
tion.
Admiral
Tuesday Secretary Bryan probably
Senator Barton's amendment to re"It Is the officers cf this criiard'
guard was at first
will be arranged to occur after he has
An American
of
the
a
draft
will
TREA.TY
completed
present
OF
VIOLATIONS
German ana
Lieustore
the
almond
to
the
make
said
what
bean
that
it
free
iist
and
British,
it
is,''
on by the
concluded with the president
San Diego, Cal., July 26 District proposed treaty embracing a number tenant Rosell this afternoon, "tvi oil was rejected. Senators Poindex-te- r agreed
to Chinese
endorse
will
owing
committee
The
legations,
American
secretary.
H. S. Utley was notified of changes In the portion modeled In all
demowith state guards
to the disinterestedness
Borah
voted
with
and
my
the
as
experience
no line of action, and reach no con- - Attorney
suspicious
from Washington today that the state after the Piatt amendment. While I have never found a mora satisfac- crats against the amendment. Senaof the other nationalities.
department would investigate charges the committee did not act definitely tory regiment."
tor
Works'
the
amendment
increasing
Ku Ling is a nign uiouuuwu
(Continued on Page Four)
of violation of the treaty of Guada- - today, the attitude of senators
The rifle team that was chosen by dutv on olive oil was defeated 2!i to Lonr Ku Kiang. where cliousandS of
indicated
govern- pressed during the meeting
by Mexican
Lieutenant Bump yesterday is com- 44. Senators Bristow, Borah, Gron- - i foreigners, mostly British and1 Smer-na- ,
ment officials at Ensenada, Lower that the project would receive
posed of 20 men; 12 of these will
Kenyon, La Follette and Norris lean women and children take refuge
In refusing to extradite nite approval when submitted in com.
as members of the regular voted with the democrats against it. fr0m the summer heat and fliseases
shoot
next week. Secretary
Joseph LeRoy, charged with Highway pleted form
three will be used as alternates,
Senator Bristow then moved to in- - of central China. The missionaries,
' BEFORE THE ALARM rniiherv Thfi denartment asKea ior uryan ana unainuan uacou ueiu team,
vwU
while the remainder will' act as of- crease the oilve oil rate in a different business men anu ioicbu
declincopies of all papers In the case private consultation, but both
xur
as the
as
ficials
the
to
of
range
long
is
proiei-i.
better
it
2(1
to argue that
against' LeRoy, who is wanted here. ed to say whether it bore n Mexican men are stationed there. The fol- way. That, too, was defeated
than to per.
33, Senator Borah being the only re--J eigners in one
affairs.
district
the
attorney
is
It
CAUSED
THE
by
FIRE
charged
SMOLDERING
are the officers and privates
when
protec
lowing
to
disperse,
mit them
publican to vote against it
that Ensenada authorities refused to
HOLOCAUST AT BINGHAM-TOwho were selected by Lieutenant
difficult
be
would
tion
deliver LeRoy to the proper parties.
FACTORY
Pump: Feemster, McHughes, Bieler,
It is pointed out that at Shanghai
DA! BELAYED
Blumlein, Beasly, Saylor, Kohl,
the volunteers and marines kept the
Blnghamton, N. Y., July 26. A new
Lujan, Fredericks, Loveless, HENWOOB
MAY
ESCAPE armed rebels out of the concessions
DANGER OF FIRES
trend may be given the inquiry into
Browne, Grennan, Corry, Kelly,
without fighting. The only danger
BY MINE STRIKE
.Washington, July 26 Danger of
the cause of the fatal fire in the facSafford, Dean and MMer. Thwse
at Ku Ling arises, seemingly, from
in California, Washington,
DEATH ON GALLOWS outlaws and dispersed loldier3 atmen, under the instruction of Lieutory of the Binghamton Clothing com- forest fires
Idaho is increasing, acadtenant Bump, will rerna'n at Camp
pany by the evidence offered by Mrs. Oregon and
tempting to loot The American
received here dur- WORKERS IN THE COPPER DIS- McDonald until the time come3 Tihei
to
reports
cording
one-Kforthe
f
William Whitney,
escort
employes,
tha
to
offered
has
miral
disRECOMMENDS
BUTLER
TRICT OF MICHIGAN FIND SALwho declared she called attention to ing, the last few days from the
tbey shall leave for the l.aHoanl JUDGE
eigners to the river hut refuses to
west.
in
the
dry
Hot,
foresters
1
trict
GOVERNOR
COMMUTE
THE
HELD
UP
ARIES
at
at
shoot
Camp Perry.
the unusual heat in the building
detail a small guard. The same
now
in the
SENTENCE TO LIFE TERM
o'clock and Bmelled smoke at 2 conditions nrevallinsr
Adjutant General Brooke3 .lid not
question arose during former troub
fires
July 26. Reinforcements accompany the regiment on the specCalume(.
o'clock and called the attention of coast states favors starting of
les.
summer camp- - of
toDenver, July 26. Judge C. C. Butler,
began arriving ln Ca. ial this afternoon, but will iea-'the girls to It. The flames were dis- and the fact that the,
its
at
in
is
California
season
Hencovered at 2:30 o'clock. This would ing
lumet today at daybreak. Companies night for Santa Fe. Ho expressed this morning sentenced Harold F.
Rebel Forts Fall
to the danger. This sea-- j
Rapid3( Qrand Hayen and.him8eit as greatly pleased with the wood to death within the week of Ocfro.m
sustain the theory that fire started height adds
St.
July 26. A dispatch-froPetersburg,
a
been
have
so
son
far there
numDer, j
and the intense interest taken tober 24 for the murder of George E.
comprising the First batta-jmee- t
in a large number of rags stored in
Muskegon
Hai
says it is officially
Shang
of small fires, but no big ones, a total
Copeland, for which he recently was announced there that the city of
gecond regtaent) reached by all concerned,
of
the basement.
of
in all the national forests
The approximate cost of maintain- - convicted after his second trial. The
nlyjtne
country earty and specinI
The search for the bodies has end
has fallen into the hands of
about 30,000 acres having been burn- the camp this year, including Judge, however, recommended that!
Iowerjinff
found
the
outside
from
troops
ed the last be.ing
forces and tha garrisons of"
pu over.
foils, which amounted to ?7,- the governor of Colorado commute the
the
pay
a
of
at
intervals
.followed
ruins beneath a fallen wall, crushed
peninsula
're forts at Wu Sung also have joine-.few hours. There were no early re- 700, was $12,000. This sum, however, sentence to life imprisonment.
and burned so as to beu nrecognizable
.them.
at
was
13 not as much as
expended
Tha jury which heard the second
The insurance eomapnies have agreed
ports of trouble.
WORKING HOURS REDUCED
meet. It is the average cost trial returned a verdict or first df '
last
the
"
to
have
been
at
was
pay
day
to pay life policies without. demanding
This
A SHORT
GovernZ)Oti
Harrislmrg, Pa., July 26.
of the camp. The
and assessed- - the puiiishrrn.it at
identification of fire victims and the or Teer today approved the bill re- the Baltic mine on the south range, of the maintenance
I "..The tin
gree
Ju1
Washington,
McDoncommander-in-chief- ,
Governor
death. Sentence was passed following ression of the house on record ad- company an- ducing working hours of women from the scheduled disbursements IncludBinshamton Clothing
afternoon for thTcapital.
nounces it will resume work at once. GO to 54 a week, with no more than ing pay for tost month and some 20 ald, left this
overruling of the de- Jcjirned four miri.rq nf'ir i 1h- -i i
fendant's motion for a new trlr.l on today to avoid the mnfiuc ne cf ..
The public'funeral and interment of ten hours a day. No female under 21 days of July preceding the strike. The
tha ground of former jeopardy. At- republican fllitsu tpr f r a
the unidentified dead will be held to- years old is permitted to work in a company clerks were not at their
n ' n
STRIKE IS AVERTED
an
the
defense
for
eastern
announced
morrow. All of the injured at the hos- manufacturing
26.
The
all posts, having been driven away from
establishment
torneys
Dip'g-CaiNew York, July
v1.,
of the
night.
railroads today withdrew their do appeal will be taken.
the mine offices late yesterday.
cases.
pitals are expected to live.
The ambassador met Mrs. Henry
Lane Wilson and his two sons, who
about
preceded him here. Asked
how soon he would finish his con-- j
ferences ho said:
"I'll certtlniy hurry them," and
then added with a laugh: "I understand from the newspapers in Washington this is costins Mr. Bryan $2,- 00n n. day by losing his lecture engagements. Well, I must be an expensive visitor.";
After he had breakfasted Mr.
hurried to the state department
where Secretary Bryan, was waiting.
President Wilson had left to play
golf. It had not been cetermined If
he was to see the ambassador today
or tomorrow. At tne end of a half
hour's conference with the ambassador, Secretary Bryan, saying the talk
would be continued at 3 o'clock this
afternorn. 'turned to the- capitol to
meet the foreign relations committee.
He said he would only discuss the
Nicaraguan treaty there
Secretary Bryan would make no
announcement of his conference with
the ambassador further than to say
that Mr. Wilson had made a preliminary report. Mr. Bryan was asked
about the statement that DelValle
had been furnished with a copy of
the state department codes but heyond
saying he never had announced that
DelValle was an agent of the state
department, he refused to discuss the
W11-Bo- n

TO BUILD RAILWAY

IILIIANIS

s

DEPART

SITUATION GROWS

groups
OLD K
A of Washington, areJuly 26. Two
capitalists
prepared to finance
a railroad from Resurrection bay to
the Interior of Alaska, W. J. Roland,
attorney for the Alaska Northern rail
road, told ,the house territories com
mittee today.
Boland urged the
committee not to report legislation
for government railroads there, but
contended President Wilson should
ENGLISH
SUFFRAGETTES WHO be authorized to go over the situation FIRST REGIMENT, N. M.
and determine whether the Toads
OPPOSE
VIOLENCE
MARCHES FROM CAMP
GATHER
should be built by the government or
DONALD TO STATION
BY THOUSANDS IN LONDON
private capital.

AFTER 10 DAYS'

LARGE BODY OF

BETTER IN

PR

WOMEN

CHINA

-

GAVE

SECRET

SECRETARY

CODE

AWAY

BRYAN IS ROASTED
INFORMATION

FOR PEDDLING

TO OUTSIDERS

Washington, July 26. Ambassador
Henry Lane Wilson on his arrival
here for conferences on the Mexican
situation with President Wilson and
Secretary Bryan; announced he had
prepared a memorandum suggesting
the policy the American government
should pursue.
While declining to divulge its nature until he had submitted his views
to the president and Mr. Bryan, the
ambassador characterized as impracticable proposals for mediation by
an American commission.
Ambassador Wilson aid he
to return to Mexico City by
the steamer sailing next Thursday
from New York. He resented the
suggestion that he would be called
to account for his personal acts.
"I recognize that the president and
secretary have a right, however, he
said, "to question me about anything."
described his
The ambassador
treatment by President Wilson and
Secretary Bryan hitherto as courteous
in every respect, except one, the sending of special agents to investigate
conditions In Mexico. He severely
criticised both William Bayard Hale
and1 Reginald DelValle, whom he declared were acting for the administration there.
"I don't think Mr. DelValle should
have been given the state department
code," said the ambassador. "1 know
he had it because he went to the
secretary of our legation in Havana
to get help in deciphering it. Indeed,
J belie & the senate committee might
investigate the distribution of the
state department code to private Individuals."
The ambassador said he had every
disposition to carry out the wishes
of the president and Secretary Bryan.
Mediation, however, he looked
on as impossible because the Mexican federal government would not
entertain such suggestion.
"I regard
mediation," he added,
"as venturing on dangerous seas."
Mr. Wilson was vehement in his
criticism of the constitutionalists
and the Madero family.
"The Madero family," asserted the
ambassador, "have maintained a paid
bureau in Washington to poison the
public mind. As to the rebels, there
are really none except in Sonora,
where there is an organized movement. Elsewhere there are bandits."
The ambassador was asked about
Coahuila, where Governor Carranza
Is in charge of the constitutionalist
cause.
"Tbere are bandits in' Coahuila,"
he answered. "I don't mean to say
that Carranza is a bandit, but in order to keep his men on the ground
he allows them to loot and they,
therefore, become bandits.'
Mr. Wilson suggested that hardly
anyone in Washington really understood the Mexican situation and the
characteristics of Latin peoples.
"Some of the
proposals' I have
heard," he remarked, "sound like the
indribblings of mere children. For
stance, the proposal to have foreign
powers from Central and South America act with lis in mediating the
troubles in Mexico. Why, that would
be an overthrow of the principles of
the Monroe doctrine and the Mexicans would resent that Interference.
I know this proposal was once made
by John L. Barrett, director general
union. Mr. Barof the
rett and I are personal friends and I
have great respect for him, but I
don't think much of that suggestion."
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Carroon, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Mabel Benfer, Miss Alaska Davis, Colonel M. M. Padgett, Lieutenant Colonel W. C. Porterfield, Major Arthur
Ball, Captain Norman King, Lieutenant W, H. Roseil, U. S. A., Captain
Harvey Shields, Captain Carlos Vler-ra-,
Lieutenant G. A. Reed, Lieutenant
C. A. Longuemare, Lieutenant A. L.
Bump, U. S. A., Lieutenant J. J.
Lieutenant Charles Curry,
Lieutenant J, H, McHughes, Captain
P. E. Dessauer, Lieutenant S. K. Ba
ker, Lieutenant F. M. Haley, Captain
W. W. Dean, Lieutenant E. A. Roberts, Lieutenant ,F.; M. West, Captain
J. G. Grennan, Lieutenant E. F. Coll,
Captain W. A. Tenney, Jr., Lieutenant
W. P. Hauser, Captain Domingo
t
Lieutenant James Baca,
Antcaio Luna, Captain B. H.
Hunter, Ltsu'ecant H. A. Carlisle,
Captain George E. Morrison, Lieutenant J. D. Powers, Captain F. C. Blum-lein- ,
Lieutenant Perry Keown, Captain B. F. Littleton, Lieutenant F. H.
Donohue, Lieutenant 0. H. Russell,
leutena"t J t.
Ci ptaln T. J Molinart
G.
J.
Tyson, Mr.
Priddy, Lieutenant
Saul Rosenthal, Mr. William Springer, Mr. Joe Danziger, Mrs. Charles
Tamme, Mr. William White, Mr. F.
J. Gehring, Mr. W. W. Champion, Dr.
F. B. Huxmann, Mr. Orrin Blood, Mr.
Ralph Rohrer, Mr. Frank Ettinger,
Donald Hart Mr. Cecil Bou.h'i.
Mr. H. R. Hensch, Mr. Sam Greenberger, Mr. Carlos Spiess, Mr. Julius
Krause, Mr. Max Krause, Mr. John
Harris, Mr. Colbert Root, Mr. Herbert Gehring, Mr. Buell McKeever,
Mr. Harold Cullin, Mr. Simon Lewis,
Mr. Raum, Mr. Wayland Koogler, Mr.
Thomas Truder and Mr. Leslie Swal

SOCIETY GIVES A
SIGH OF RELIEF
EVENTS OF THE WEEK WERE STRENUOUS AND
EVERYBODY IS GLAD OF A CHANCE TO REST .,

success. The attendance was
unusually large, a number of the
old members being in the city while
a few new ones showed up. The floor,
music and evening were delightful
in every, respect and the baile was
thoroughly
enjoyed by all. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Dunn, Dr.
and Mrs. W. P. Mills, Mrs. Frank
Thompson, Mrs. Robert Banks, Miss
Louise Cunningham, Miss Helen CunGreenberger,
ningham, Miss Carrie
Miss Frances Myers, Miss Regina
Stern, Miss Mae Murphy, Miss Mar
Elliott,
garet Murphy, Miss Grace
Miss Ruth Baird, Miss Mary Harris,
Miss Marie Clement, Miss Lucy ClemMiss
ent, Miss Rebecca Henrlquez,
Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Rebecca Rothschild, Miss
Hanna Frank, Miss Louise Frank,
Mr. Orrin Blood, Mr. John Harris, Mr.
Frank Ettinger, Mr. Dorset Tolman,
Mr. John Rudulph, Mr. Gatewood, Mr.
Cecil Boucher, Mr. Donald Hart, Mr.
Colbert Root, Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr.
Joe Danziger, Mr. C. A. Hensch, Mr.
Herbert Gehring, Mr. Thomas Truder
and Mr. U T. Swallow.
huge

hourB of
Either Las Vegas society realized and no one will regret the
were
lost
that it greatly needed more activity, sleep that
4
or it took notice of the suggestion that was handed out through
Brilliant Assemblage
the society columa of The Optic last at Governor's Ball
been
wm-1j
has
week, for the
A success in every way was the big
the busieBt seven day that has been
reception given last night by the Las
known here for several months.
Commercial club in honor of
The week started off royally with Vegas
W. C. McDonald, his staff
a delightful danca f,'ven by the Governor
of the
officers
the
Buen Tiempo dun. This affair was and
at
the club rooms. The
Guard
National
perhaps the most euicauie that Las
When
The attend- reception started at 9:30 o'clock,
been given by tn's
afdancers
the
and
ance was by far ihe largest yet the music began
honor took
t
thoroughly ter greeting the guests cf
known and those
floor. The dance
on
the
their
The
places
newly
enjoyed the evaniug.
The atcorsets a demand
OR several years we have remarked an increasing demand for high-grae'waxed floor of the Commercial club was a success in every way.
floor
but
the
was
Immense,
tendance
to
be u big improve100ms proved
that is"not met by the standard makes and grades of stock garments, and which is also not
an extent
ment, while the music was excellent. was never crowded to such
or the unusually expensive imported Parisian corsets.
directed toward custum-mad- e
This affair started the whirl at a good that dancing was not enjoyed.
been
had
which
a
rooms,
of
club
or
less
The
more
as
pace. It acted
decorated by a delegation of ladies,
spark to the many coming events.
The manufacturers of the beautiful La Victoire garments have achieved complete success
appearance.
The Best Place
the
came
big took on an attractive
Wednesday night
end
one
at
For a Vacation
Optic darice for the members of the Flags with green foliage
in carrying out their idea to meet this demand with American-mad- e
garments that are modeled
A number of people are taking their
First regiment. Of course it woitd of the hall and other pretty decoraon perfect Parisian lines.
vacations at this time while a num
not be proper for The Optic to boast tions tended to make the quarters look
ber are returning, but the majority
too much about this dance, but it beautiful.
are remaining at home, realizing that
sure was a success. Everybody who
Governor McDonald was greeted by
DancThey have madefa corset that is magnificently tailored and is strictly in accord with the
far
all
those
thus
of
dance
present.
the
this is far the best place for a vacaa
mentioned
las
handclasp
statement
as
to
tion.
has always made a strong
They may be referred
ing continued until the early morning
demand of womenjwho are remarked for their beautiful dress.
to the effect that it was great. The, hours.
the following poet expressed himself:
I'm going to spend the summer
music was furnished by the SImison
The success of the affair is largely
orchestra and was excellent. A- due to the secretary of the club, W.
Right where I did last year.
The place lacked no convenience,
Las VGu'Loftdirv Store
lthough the best rag pieces were play- H. Stark who was in charge of the ar
Thomson's
Thomson's
low.
ed by the orchestra yet it was, no- rangements.
Conducwe to good cheer.
ticed that many people stuck to the
I
As a live business organization
had there every comfort,
Clowe Fitting
Clove Fitting
old fashioned dances. The armory the Commercial club for the past few Fond Memories
I did not lack for food,
The
condition.
best
Hole
the
all
in
of the Swimming
floor was
The cooking was a marvel,
months has been a success, and
Corsets
Corsets
These warm summer days bring
attendance at this ball was immense. society is more than glad when inAnd everything was good.
South SidePkj
1862
EaUblisKed
at
times
crowd
that
So great was the
formed that an affair of any kind is back memories of the good old days The beds were soft and downy,
it was necessary to elbow one's way to be given at. the club, which Is rare, when "swimmin"' was good in the
I did not lie awake.
'
through. Regardless of. . the size .i of because the club Is a strictly busi- "crick." Of course the Y. JVI. C. A The coffee was delicious,
ii
wuu
!'o crowd, nowever, an woe
Like mother used to make.
ness proposition, only giving social pool takes the place of th swimming
attended had a royal time. The mil- - functions when called upon to do so hole Ao a certain degree for some of
The anniversary exercises today In
ii 'neu, in their formal thanks for
like the old Nobody tried to string- me
by the presence of distinguished the men, but it's nothing
had
never
tvircluded
insisted
the unveiling of a memorial
thp.t
to
a
was
bank
sand
fiance,
hole where there
On prices for my board;
guests.
in front of the monument
set
tlit"- ' een treated in such an hospita-1iK.
up
the
in
after
roll
dip.
served
were
Roy
Delicious refreshments
Mosquitoes didn't bite me,
cana
manner.
The
is
bowlder
surmounted
by
No irate boarders roared.
the evening, and proved to be Moulton, a well known Kansas writer,
LAUUI1UIU1W
I iK.t nigh
at the Commercial club during
non and flanked by mounds of can
this I motored quite often
Below is a list of savs the following concerning
refreshing.
very
his
W.
C.
McDonald,
Governor
non balls. The prominent
particiAt very slight expense,
the names of those present. This list subject:
stafi H"d the officers of the New
in the exercises included Govpants
bathrooms
nickeled
was
tiled
and
These
to
aB
I
tennis
it
was
close
not
accurate,
Is
quite
entirely
National Guard were the
Mexico
ernor Simson E. Baldwin and his
And golfing was immense,
may all be mighty fine,
impossible, on account of the huge
a
at
Club
Commercial
the
cf
guests
staff,
I
Judge Alfred B. Beers of Bridgedon't
to
comes
when
summer
it
But
names.
bathing,
I
all
to
the
will spend the
Among
obtain
Yes,
crowd,
commander-in-chie- f
reception given in their honor. This
of the Gran 3
port,
mine.
for
them
no
to
were:
desire
With
pick
roam,
those
present
nent ever given by the Commercial
the
of
and James
Army
with
Republic,
outfits
Turkish
Governor and Mrs. W. C. McDonald, These stylish
Right where I spent it last year,
affair ever given by the Commercial
R. Sloane of Meriden,
department
ColS.
and
to
rubbers
home.
A.
massage,
at
I'm
Mrs.
Brookes,
stay
going
club. The lobby of the club was pret- General and
commander of the Connecticut Grand
C. Abbott, Major And zephyrs right from Hades, I al
Las
A
E.
Mrs.
and
Vegan.
onel
tily decorated with flags, Diluting and
Army of the Republic.
4 m 4
ways try to dodge.
,
and Mrs. E. P. Bujac, Mayor and Mrs.
fiieen foliage, taking on a pretty apL.
baths
steam
the
shower
baths
and
Mrs.
Dinner
J.
The
for
and
Party
pearance that made a fitting setting Ludwig Ilfeld, Captain
SepMrs. Harold
affected by the rich,
the Normal Faculty
DON'T use a cough medicine confor the gaily colored costumes worn Seligman, Lieutenant and
or morphine. They
Dr. and Mrs. Frairk H. H. Roberts taining opium
Mr. and Mm. E. D. Raynolds, The mud baths by the invalids, with
were
Hurd,
Eefrehnients
ladies.
the
by
and
rheumatiz and sich,
entertained at dinner Tuesday even- constipate the bowels and do not
serveJ, and proved to be delicious. Mr. and Mrs. II. Raynolds, Mr.
only stifle the cough. Examine
to
we
used
get ing at the Castaneda hotel in honor cure,
Tlio
and officers expressed Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mr. and Mrs. There's no bath like
the label and if the medicine conswimmin' in the crick.
of the Normal summer school fac tains these harmful opiates refuse It.
themselves are greatly honored and Wylder Mr. and Mrs. W..C. Dennis,
A delightful evening was spent Foley's Honey and Tar
Mr.
and
D.
Compound
Mrs.
Mr.
ulty.
and
J.
Barnes,
with
the reception.
phased
is healing and
These affairs practically include all Mrs. Ike Bacharach, Mr. and Mrs. The tater bugs grew frisky and got no by all present. Several speeches contains . noO. opiates,
G. Schaefer
and Red
were delivered, to the amusement of soothing.
Paris green;
. .
the big events of the week, but these Simon Bacharach, Mr. 'and Mrs.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
I
those at the table. Those present
and other smaller events kept society Charles Spless, Mr. and Mrs. H. S. The onions were not weeded while
were Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Tipton, Mr.
was gettin' clean.,
bury. Of course, the men attended Van Petten, Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
The typographical union has sucMr. and Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., No one to turn the wringer or help ma and Mrs. Charles Schreck, Mr. and
those a""'!r3 and together with the
In obtaining substantial wage
ceeded
i)ri:-.Mrs. Phillip Power, Mrs. Kate Livwork the churn.
fi .U had all the late hours Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Smith, Mr. and
increases
from the Baltimore newsof
A
E.
Miss
Miss
Susie
some
recollections
good
time.
to
how
those
Whitaker,
ingston,
Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mr. and Mrs.
Oh,
keep for
they with
new agreement carries
The
papers.
old days to burn.
readier :o be expected next week R. Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Strick-faddeMay Ross, Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
from $2 to $5.40
Increases
ranging
How,
old
McClana-hanMiss Anne George, Miss Aurora
and then all society will sleep.
The woodpile was neguected, the
Mr. and Mrs. R. K.
week for composing rbom
per
L.
the
G.
memories
of
Miss
Cor
Mr.
mare
Esther
W.
good
Mrs.
P.
unfed,
ever, pleasant
Dr. and
Mangan,
Mills,
gray
times they had this week will remain and Mrs. Herman Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. And father with his trunk strap sat nel! and O. L. Hargroves.
Arthur Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
waiting in the shed.
The Altar guild of Saint Paul's
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
Iden, Judge and Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Massaging was in order and came al
Memorial
church met this week at yawn a good deal in the daytime, you
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ilfeld, Mr. and
quick.
mighty
can charge it to a torpid liver which
Mrs. Richard Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. When we'd been out since morning a- the home of Miss Helen Cunningham. has allowed
the system to get full of
The regular business was transacted
swimmin' in the crick.
W. H. Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
HERBINE cures all disImpurities.
after which delicious refreshments orders produced by an inactive liver.
4 m V
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green-clay- ,
were served. Those present were the It strengthens that organ, cleanses
D. L
Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaet'er, Buen Tiempo Club
Rev. J. S. Moore, Miss Mildred the bowels and puts the system in
At Regular Intervals Says Air. and Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mr. Has a Jolly Dance
and good healthy condition. Price 50c.
The Buen Tiempo club held its se6 Browne, Miss Emma Tamme,
and Mrs. F. M. Iyon, Mr. and Mrs.
Lydia E. Fir&ham's VegeSold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
rooms
Miss
Hart.
in
Phebe
the
month
M.. Greenberger, Mr. and Mrs.' D. T. ond dance for this
table Compound comHoskins, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tai- - of the Commercial club Monday even
pletely cured her.
chert, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner, ing and the affair proved to be a TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
and
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Adrian, Tex:
"I take pleasure in Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mr. Dan
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
CAPITAL PAID IN
adding my test ;0i.iiJ to the great list Mrs. Jake Stern. Mr. and Mrs.
it fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signa
SURPLUS
and hope that it will Stern, Mr. and Mrs. David Winter-nitz- NEAR DEATH
ture is on each box. 25c. Adv.
$100,000.00
50,000.00
sufto
of
be
interest
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris, Mr.
fering women. For and Mrs. Isaac Appel, Mr. and Mrs.
four years I suffered W. N.
BY SMOTHERING WAS FIRST SOLDIER MONUMENT
Rosenthal, Mr. and Mrs. J. L
untold agonies at
Berlin, Conn., July 26. A patriotic
A.
Linn,
Tooker, Mr. and Mrs. P.
regular intervals.
celebration
that can have no dupli
A.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Mr.
Iteming,
Such pains and
was
held
cate
today in the nearby
cramps, severe chills and Mrs. Peter Mackel, Mr. and Mrs. Bat Husband, With Aid cf CardYi,
The celebravillage of Kensington.
andsicknessat stom- Jefferson Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs E.
J. M. Cunningham, President.
D. 1.
Hoskins, Cashitsr.
n
tion was in honor of the
ach, then finally hem- C. de Baca, Mr. and Mrs. Sig Nahm,
Frank Springer.
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Frank
Mrs.
I had five Mrs. Kate Livingston,
blind.
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, of
soil to perpetuate the memory
doctors and none of them could do more Thompson, Mrs. H. TJnsell, Mrs. El- this place, says: "1 suffered for years, ican
than relieve me for a time.
sie Smith, Mrs, C. L. M. Baily, Mrs. with pains in my left side, and would of those in blue who died in the civil
war.
" I saw your advertisement in a pa-p- L. C, Witten, Mrs. T. C. Evans, Mrs. often almost smother to death.
's
for
me
and decided to try Lydia E.
awhile
Medicines
The monument stands in the little 3up
patched
Susie Gillisple, Mrs. Prltchett, Mrs. but then I would set worse
Finaltook
I
again.
Vegetable Compound.
graveyard at Kensington, and here the
seven boxes of it and used two bottles Frank Springer, Miss Helen Cunning- ly, my husband decided he wanted me to exercises of
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so
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woman's
Miss
tonic,
Miss
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Stern,
Iry
Regina
of the Sanative Wash, and I am com ham,
me a bottle and I began using it. memorial is a simple shaft of Portland
pletely cured of my trouble. When I ca Rothschild, Miss Mary Harris, Miss bought
It did me more good than all the medistone and was set np in memory of
began taking the Compound I only Mary Tipton, Miss Carrie Greenber- - cines 1 had taken.
now
I
and
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weighed
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Miss
Bessie
Miss
I
to
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many
my
- hundred and twenty-si- x
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one
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oeen benefited by its use. Tlttre never ate bullets' while fightiifg for
he
Miss
Leona
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Ilenriquez,
roe in r'.rsun I will cheerfully answer
STOCK
00
has been, and never will be, a medicine
uli Lt .ers, as I cannot speak too highly Greenclay, Miss Lucy
Myers, Miss to compare with Cardui. I believe it is union. The shaft was delivered Ju.y
of the Pinkhuin remedies." Miss Jes- Emma Tamme, Miss Lorna Johnson, a good medicine for all womanly trou- 4, 1863, just as the north was cheerOffice With .the San Miduel National Bank
sie MAhEH, Adrian, Texas..
ed; by the news from Gettysburg and
Miss Mario Clement, Miss Lucy Clem- bles."
reFor over 50 years, Cardui has been
Hundreds of such letters expressing ent. Miss
took
The dedication
Marguerite Cluxton, Miss lieving woman's sufferings ajd building Vicksburg.
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gratitude for the good Lydia E.
the
of
28.
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names
The
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Ruth Laughlin,
ana strength.
Laughlin, weak women up
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Miss
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remedy.
Spiess,
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Get a bottle of Cardui
afterward another name was added,
want special advice write to Rachel Livingston, Miss Rebecca Liv- ' jJ' i ' . rinkbsm
Bled! cine Co. (conflWrit te: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Ladles', and at the end of the war the names
tngnston, Miss Sadie O'Byrne, Miss daisorjr
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ALL POINTS

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to
tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913,
(Pueblo

$11.90

Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70

Lo-se-

(Denver,

.. $16.60

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final

Lu-cer-

limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
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BATCHELOIV, Agent
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THE EXPRESS

RATES
WELLS FARGO COMPANY STARTS
THE BALL ROLLING FOR
CHEAPER SERVICE

f

Santa Fe, N. M., July 26 Lower
express rates la and out of New
Mexico, not in isolated' instances but
a general reduction especially affecting fruit and vegetable shipments,
such as will not only make it possible
for the producers to get their shipments to market, ,but will also tend
to develop production because of the
facilities offered, is promised as the
result of an informal conference yesterday between the officials of the
Wells Fargo Express company and
the state corporation commission.
While no definite action was taken
yesterday work will start immediately on a proposed schedule df rates.
In this work the corporation commission and the representatives of the
express company will join, and the
result of their efforts, which it is fair
to say, wllj be a general reduction all
along the line, will be submitted to
the express company for ratification.
Upon being ratified by the company
it will be formally Issued in the shape
of new tariffs.
It is an admitted fact that express
rates on fruit, vegetables, poultry and
eggs in New Mexico are almost prohibitive, and as a result that method
of transportation Is not used any
more than can possibly be helped.
That the field Is growing, that there
was the possibility of developing it
to a considerable volume were facts
admitted by the officials of the Wells
Fargo here yesterday. They said that
changed conditions in New Mexico required changed rates, but that due to
other activities this had been overlooked for so long tnat it was not
policy for the company to continue
to le so". There is only one stipulation which will have to be considered
in making up the proposed schedule
of reduced rates for xs'ew Mexico, and
that is that the railroads' contract
with the express companies uniformly Insist that the minimum rate of
the express company shall not be less
than one and one:half times the railroad, freight rate. It seems probable
that a shedule will be prepared, with
this fact in mind, and that the rates
will be put down as low as possible
without violating this contract, j
The Wells Fargo officials who attended the conference yesterday were
A. T. Payne, superintendent, Denver;
E. R. Jones, general superintendent,
Los Angeles; and J. M. Williams,
superintendent at El Paso Texas.
SHAKE
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is Tuxedo tobacco in a German Cherry Pipe with
a Weichsel Stem. Weichsel wood contains
fragrant, aromatic oils which are released when
the smoke enters the stem, making a smoke which
cannot be excelled in delicacy and sweetness.

Leading tobacco dealers in this city will give
free, for a few days only, a genuine imported
German Cherry Pipe with a Weichsel Stem to
each purchaser of a
tin of TUXEDO.
10-ce-

'

nt

The Greatest Men in America
Endo: rse
Rex Beack, famous author, playwright, sportsman, author of "The

Spoilers," "The Barrier," "The Silver Horde," etc., savs:

"I have smoked TUXEDO In
Alaska, at Panama and everywhere
not smoke another kind."

Would

e,

You Can
Buy Tuxedo

Everywhere
w

4

ISWTO'VflWlfflil

pSstfidb.Tob acco

V

Convenient pouch, inner-line- d
with moisture-proo- f

paper
?

The live, virile men who make this country what it
from

is, recognize the
relaxation
nervous and mental strainthe restfulness that comes
from smoking Tuxedo tobacco. A host of famous Americans
say frankly
and emphatically that Tuxedo is the one tobacco
containing every
desirable element and not one that is undesirable.

Famous gteen tin, with
gold lettering, curved
to fit pocket

c

Tuxedo strengthens your will to do. The soothing
quality of a pipeful of this mild,'
delicious, aromatic tobacco restores your poise and revives your going power, by enabling
you to rest.
You can smoke Tuxedo No matter how often
you have tried to smoke a pipe and failed,
there is comfort and satisfaction m pipe smoking for you if you fill
your pipe with Tuxedo.
1 uxedo has made
pipe smoking possiorators, actors, lawyers, singers, lecturers,
ble to thousands of men. The "Tuxedo
ministers and other public speakers testify
process" of treating the finest, mildest leaves
that smoking Tuxedo gives them the keenest
of the highest grade Burley tobacco, causes
pleasure and exercises a good influence on
Tuxedo to burn slowly with delicious flavor
the throat.
and the most enjoyable aroma. Tuxedo canTuxedo has many imitators. None of
not bite, sting or irritate the mouth, nose
them has yet discovered the "Tuxedo
or throat.
uxedo remains unique an4
process."
n
Hundreds of
unrivaled.
doctors,
1

N. Y.

CONVICT LABOR
Birmingham, Ala., July 26. The
use of convict labor in the mines will
be the principal subject of discussion
1y the Alabama coal oporators whe.i

j;

In the W

INTO YOUR SHOES

ABOLISH

-

...

-

lee Dweecest smoke

Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic
powder. It relieves painful, smart'
ing, tender, nervous feet, and Instant
ly takes the sting out of corns and
bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Allen's Foot
Ease makes tight or new shoes feel
easy. It is a certain relief for sweat
ing, callous, swollen, tired, aching
feet. Always use it to Break in
New shoes. Try it today. Sold every
cents. Don't accept any
wnere,
substitute..' For FREE trial package
address Allen S. 'Olmsted.
Le Roy
MAY

V

John Philip Sousa, the March King,

world famous Band Master, says:
"TUXEDO gives an absolutely satisfying smoke, fragrant, mild and pleasant. "

well-know-

Christy Mathewson, famous pitcher

H7

II

they assemble here Monday for their
annual meeting. In view o" the pub
lie criticism of the convict labor sys
'
tern the mine owners have expressed
their willingness to release several
hundred convicts in the mines.

A genuine imported German Cherry Pipe with a Weichsel Stem FREE to
each purchaser of a
tin of Tuxedo Tobacco. We are making this extraordinary otter to induce you to try Tuxedo. We know that once you have tried
it, you will smoke it always. Call on your dealer
oy before his supply of these
pipes is exhausted and you'll have "the sweetest smoke in the worid'
10-ce- nt

The Difference Between "The Summer
Girl" and "Tne summer woman"'
While the former is having a "cood
time" the latter Is too often dragging
around nervous, run down, tired out,
with aching back and weary limbs,
sleepless and wretched. Often it Is
kidney trouble not female trouble and
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
. 3
help for the condition
Sohaefer and Bed Cross Drug Store.

of the New York Giants, says:
"Tuxedo gels to me In a natural, pleasant
way. It's what I call good, honest, com- the kind to stick la."
panionable tobacco

1

I
1
1
1

q

pcf-itiv-

-

Adv.

T

MEMORIAL PARK
DEDICATE
Fort Rice, N. D., July 26. Elabor-

ate arrangements have been completed for the dedication c the Fort
Rice Memorial park tomorrow Several militia companies will participate in the exercises and Governor
Hanna, former Governor Burke and
other North Dakotans of prominence
will be among the speaKers.
When the baby is Buffering the double affliction of hot weather and bowel disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the bow-ls- .'
Price 25c and 50c per bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

George Randolph Chester, famous
author of the "Wallingford" stories,

says:
"Why shouldn't a man be Killing to
recommend a tobacco which
glees as cool,
sweet and satisfying a smoke as Tuxedo?"

V. Stefansson, the famous explorer,
who discovered a tribe of blond
Esquimaux in the arctic regions, says:

j

"Tuxedo is mild, cool and soothing just
the sort of tobacco I m:eJ. Tuxedo goes
With me wherever I go "

Special Notice to Dealers

I consent to smoke. "

We want
pipes

AGeo. M. Cohan, actor,
author,
composer and manager, says:
"Tuxedo bums slowly and with a smoke
that has a soft aroma. It 't the
only tobacco

Zane Grey, famous sportsman, explorer and writer, author of "Riders
of the Purple Sage" and other well
known novels, says:
"Tuxedo Is an ideal camp-fir- e

it I the

sportsman's best friend.

"

companion,

Malcolm Strauss, the noted portray-e- r
of girl types in pen and ink, says:

"A pipeful of TUXEDO ghes added
inspiration and encouragement.
Besides, Us
miU flavor makes it a keenly
enjoyable
"
smoite,

every dealer in Las Vegas to be supplied with our imported German Cherry Pipes. All daolers who
can no so at Tuxedo Headquarters Room 11 Castaneda Hotel, from4:30 to 6:30 o'clock oa

ave not yet (secured a t

LS

FOUR

M.

pedltion'started on its way across the
Rio Grande, it would be a sure signal
ESTABLISHED 1879.
for the slaughter of every American
who'.was bo unfortunate as to be withPublished By
in the boundaries of that cotuntry.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
This would be the first reprsal that
(Incorporated.)
the 'Mexcans would make. And .so
the situation is most delicate so far
EDITOR as.' the
M. PADGETT
safety of the Americans in
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the conquest of Mexico like it did in
the war of 1846. It would just be the
beginning of the Mexican campaign.
To bring about peace In Mexico, it
would be necessary for the United
States to garrison practically every
town in the wide domain of the country, from which veritable
expeditions have to be 'sent out
against the recalcitrant Mexicans.
If the United States attempts the
pacification of Mexico the undertaking
will be a big one. ft will cost much
money and the lives of. many good
Americans, who are needed at home
for other and more substantial purposes, and who can ill be sacrificed on
any field of battle. To rush madly
along into a war with Mexico' just to
appease the jingoes and certain moneyed interests would be folly, folly of
the worst sort. They never stop to
count the cost to others. Topeka
g

Mexico Is concerned.
But in all probability there is much
exaggeration in the reports that come
from one source and another concernEute.-eit the pos.jffiee at Bast ing the present plight of most of the
Las Vogas, New Me; ico, for trans Americans in Mexico. They are be'ttg
mission through the lltited States exploited by those who have sellish
interests at stake, who would profit
mails ia t ocond clasa matter.
in a variety of ways if Uncle Sam
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
were to lead his soldiers on a mission
Daily, by Carrier
of Mexican pacification. It was exag03,
Per Copy
geration of like caliber that brought
15
One Week
on the unnecessary war with Spain.
65
One Month
And President Wilson and his advisers
17.50
One Year
are doinc; well in going slow with the .Journal.
J
Daily, by Mail
o
framing of a new and more vigorous
,
One Year
NOMINATIONS ARE FAVORED
Mexican
policy, regardless of any
3.00
Six Months
Washington, July 26. Nominations
pressure that.is, being exerted by forgovernmei&s, or by the mouthings of James Gerard of New York for
eign
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
of the firebrands at home, both inside ambassador to Germany, Frederick C.
GROWER
or. ?ne nans ci congress. Penfield of Pennsylvania for ambas5

and outside
Those people who have an Idea that
it would be Jittle jBbre than a picnic
for the United. States arm to quell
(Cash In Advance for Mall Subscrip- the turbulency in Mexico are thinking
tions.)
through their hats. Of course, there
Remit by draft, check or money or- would be an eventual triumph of Amder. If sent otherwise we will not erican arms. Hnt it would not be
be responsible for loss.
brought: C' 'i i? in a few months nor
Specimen copies free on
without th shfdd'ii'? of much good
Amerldhn'blGod.
Neither could It be
the regular army.
by
achieved
merely
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
of volunteers would be
force
A
huge
TIME
THE EXPIRATION OF
needed., Army officers, who know
PAID FOR
whereof they speak, think they are on
Advertisers .are guaranteed the the conservative side when they estimen would
largest daily and weekly circulation mate that at least 250,000
of any, newspapcfr'ln northern New be needed to bring about and pre
serve peace in Mexico. Some people
Mexico;
seem to labor under the hallucination
TELEPHONES
that the three brigades, with ah ag
Ma'" 2 gregate of 13.000 or 14,000 men, which
Business Office
Main 9 are now encamped at Galveston and
News Department
Texas City, constitute a force that
1913.
would be Bufflcient to establish order
JULY
26,
SATURDAY,
in Mexico, and within a fortnight or
TIIK MEXICAN SITUATION so. But army officers know differently.
They believe that these brigades could
Ameribe landed at Vera Cruz and marched
of
the
for
fear
Great
safety
cans is now being expressed by the on and into the possession of the City
much difficutly, and
jingoes who are desirous of rushing oJ Mexico without
overcome any
could
with
war
that
Mexico,
a
easily
into
they
this country
for that is what armed intervention resistance that might be offered
But the
would mean. But this much, is cer- against such an expedition.
tain. As soon as a United States ex- - taking of Mexico City will "not mean
One Year
Six Months

sador to Austria, and Charles S.
Hartman of Montana for minister to
Ecuador will be favorably reported by
the senate foreign relations
trimming, apparentl, is not
out of fashion. A recently
Ihdwn serge suit had a short, loose
coat, the raw edge of which was banded with bright blue beads the serge
was navy embroidered in a straggling
design about two inches wide. The
neck edge of the coat and sleeves
too, showed the same banding.
Bead

gohig

Featured materials In the felt hats
for fall and winter wear will be
velvet, plush, felt end beaver,
and the color trend points to seal
brown, high shades of red, tera cotta,
peacock blue and lavender. The favorite trimmings will be breast effects and ostrich fancies, in high
shades. Ostrich pompons also will
be features. Aigrettes are little shown
in the New York shops, but a substitute is provided in the goura, an aigrette efect.

r'

de Vera Cruz, Spanish, grocery; No.
11, Spanish, groceries; La Mexicana,
Mexican, dry goods; Durango Clothing
company, American, Durango Mercancompany, American, general merTO tile
OF
chandise; American Grocery company, American, groceries; El Castillo, Spanish, groceries; Maximo Damm,
Los Diamantes,
German, groceries;
Mexican, groceries; A. Garcia, Mexican, groceries; Cafe de La Union, El
(Continued from Page One)
Lafiro, Turkish, hats; Schilakat, Belgian; El Centenario; Libreria Moder-na- ;
elusion as to policies until after, the
Zapateria Americana, and Portal
conference with Ambassador Wilson de la Paloma, all Mexican stores.
and ai further one with Secretary Bryan.
Rebels Assault Train
Intimations were given by Secretary
El Paso, Tex., July 26. Trains leavBryan to the committee today that the ing Juarez yesterday for Chihuahua
administration was prepared for any ran into a bahl of rebels at $amala-yuca- ,
developments in Mexican affairs, hut
about 75 miles south of Juarez,
the nature of the policy being shaped and a fight ensued between the rebat the White House and state depart- els and the federal troops escorting
ment was not disclosed.
the provisions and passenger trains.
The proposals for mediation were The rebels, who are from Ortega's
not brought up at the senate confer- command at Guadalupe, 40 miles east
ence, and no suggestions on that sub- of Juarez, are said by the federals to
ject were volunteered by the secretary have been repulsed. General Inez Sa- of state.
.lazar is arranging to pursue the reb
DelValle Is a former California els with his cavalry from Juarez.
Btate senator from Los Angeles. Pres
ident Wilson recently stated he reOne of the exclusive methods of
e
ceived letters indirectly, from him on making a
frock that Is to
conditions in Mexico. He Is supposed have a sash is to drop a broad panel
to be Secretary Byran's personal rep of the material, finished with a heavl
resentative, but Mr. Bryan has not dis- er fabric at the edges, from the shoul
closed Del Valle's connection with the ders to the knees. Across this goes
the sash, not at the waistline, but be
department.
State department advices today con- low the hips, and the whole effect is
firmed earlier reports of the capture quite slim and girlish.
of Toreon by the constitutionalists.
.
and said the federals stil loccupy
One of the prettiest belts seen lately
was in Chinese blue suede with a long
t
design showing dull
green
Durango Stores Sacked
suede underneath. Between the blue
El Paso, Tex., July 26 Practically and green there flashed a tiny line
in the city, of of orange yellow. The buckle was of
all of the larger-StorPurango and between 40 and 50 small- greenish bronze set with imitation laer ones, were destroyed by rebels un- pis lazuli in large and small oblongs.
der Urbana, when with 4,200 men he
took that city a few., days ago.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Ben Aguirre, who is in El Paso after walking more than 1G0 miles to WANTED Collector; woman1 preescape from Durango, brought with
ferred; liberal commission; bond or
him a list of the larger stores that
bank reference required. Address
were destroyed. They were La Suiza,
W. H. Pierce, 316 Opera House
German, a general hardware; Fran-ci- a
Block, Denver, Colorado.
Martila, French, dry goods; La
rooms for
Reloceria, Mexican, general merchan- FOR RENT Furnished
dise; La Perla,
jewellight housekeeping. 921 Lincoln
avenue.
Mexican, grocery;
ry; Abundancia,
a
Aguila de Oro, Mexican, printing;
Cruz Roja, Mexican, drugs; La LOST Waltham watch. Return to
Papens' store and receive reward.
Elegancia, Servian, dry goods; Puerta

KIMOOHBH
ENEMIES
MEXICO

one-piec-

Mon-clova-

cut-ou-

es

The homely and faithful linen duster motor coat of a few years ago
has been replaced by extravagantly
"
pretty creations of silk and
cut and trim
eccentric
with
over
cords. These
of
shirring
ming
coats cover the frock to the knee In
the motor' car and are graceful and
smart.
lans-down-

KANSAS

10.

Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
Lambs $6.607.90; yearlings $5
5.75; wethers $4.505.25; ewes $3.50
4.65; stockers and feeders $2.50
7.10.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, July 26. Buying on the
idea that prices were dangerously low
and that any change would probably

favor holders, gave steadiness today
to wheat. Purchasing became
flatter an early dip, due to weak cable?
and to favorable weather northwest.
lower.
The opening was a shade to
86 to
at
started
which
September,
to
V
a
loss
rallied
to
of
,
86.
86,
Additional hardening ensued as a result of export sales. The close was
net
steady with September
'v
higher at
Scantiness, of moisture in the chief
producing states made the corn, market strong. September opened V to

86.

BUTTERMILK

j
j

'

NEW YORK STOCK EXCANGE

.

New York, July 26. The market
closed firm. Prices were maintainaed
at some difficulty when the moderate
buying of the Hill stocks aated.
Union Pacific, Reading, Steel and
Amalgamated were depressed slightly
under yesterday's final figures, but
made some recovery toward the close.
Chesapeake and Ohio and Missouri
Pacific were rather heavy. The last
sales were as folows:
69
Amalgamated Copper
110
American Sugar
98
Atchison
109
Northern Pacific
..161
Reading
'.. 93
Southern Pacific
.149
Union Pacific
.. 58
United States Steel
United States Steel, preferred' ..107

................

BUTTERMILK

-

The Crystal Creevmery Buttermilk will hereafter be delivered
by the wsvgorvs of the

Greek-Turkis-

Some of the summer tea gowns are
so simple they would serve for dressing gowns, especially if made of muslin delain or cotton crepe.

LIVE STOCK

CITY

Kansas City, July 2(i. Hogs,' receipts 800, market weak. Bulk $8.90
9; heavy $8.909;
packers and
butchers $S.909.t)5; lights $8.90
9.05; pigs $7.508.50.
Cattle, receipts 200. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8. 50 8. 90; dressed
beef steers $7.258.40; western
steers $6.508.20; southern steers
?6.507.10; cows $47; heifers $5
6.80; stockers and feeders $5.25
7.80; bulls $5 6. 75; calves $6.50

to 6Z and rose to
higher at 61
A further upturn occurred in
consequence of higher temperatures
southwest. The close was nervous at
.
62 (&;, a net advance of
Oats developed firmness on account
of offerings being light. September,
to 39
which at the o' tset was '39
to V, later
, a gain of Vs0Y
climbed to 40 cents.
Provisions tended to harden with
coarse grain. First sales were unchanged to 5 cents higher, including.
September options" as follows: Pork
to
$21.30; lard $11.75; 'ribs $11.77
$11.80. The closing quotations were
as follqws:
Wheat, July 85; September 86y
December 90.
Corn, July 62; September 62; December 59.
Pork, September' $21. 52.
Lard, September $11.80.; October
$11.85; January $10.62.
Ribs, September $11.82; October
$11.57; January $10.02.
Vi

feJi.

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
...

ni F. niSTRiRirrnRS

Bo-tic-

Baa

phmnf main 312
ffJl
"
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OUR ANNUAL

oy
MANHATTAN, CUTTEO AND OflOSSETT

SHIRTS GUARANTEED-

Every Shirt in the Hovise on Sale'

-

IN

EVER.Y RESPECT

We Offer These Prices Only Once in the Rotation of a Year

'

'

LET US SHOW THEM TO YOU

,

Your unrestricted choice of these well known brands at desirable prices. The patterns are the newest and the materials the best. We wish to call
new reversable cuff, full fashioned bodies and sleeves, preshrunk fabrics etc. Don't fail to
many good features to be found in our shirts such as a

Mry
Vfues.

$1.00

MANHATTAN SHIRTS AT WHOLESALE

.$ow--

PRICES
"A NEW ONE IF IT FADES''

-

1.75 Plain White and
$2.00 Plain White and
$2.25 and $2.50 Plain
$3.00 Plain White and

J

5

A

You will find something in 4hfcs bunch
to please
,

B A ll

Store
1!

7

flfl AH

Fancy Madras? Shirts, Each
Fancy Madrass Shirts, Each :.
White and Fancy Madrass Shirts, Each
Fancy Madrass Shirts, Each

A

17I?TTTT?

P

'

sr

T7

j

y t

.Las Vega

'

65c, 75c

and

85c

SHIRTS
1

,n";,:":'i

vj--

...01.15
1,39',
1.69.

2.19

complete run of sizss in good patterns. There is no better shirt
made tha.n the M&nhaLtt&n. Try one

The
515-51-

attention to a few cf the

;SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

NEGLIGEE AMD GOLF
STYLE
"SotiiUnHltis Specml Lot J
$1 25; $1.50 evnd :Slt7

.

Elgin and Ferguson McKinney Makes

Made of Good QueJity Checmbray,

PerceJe or Ma.drass

While They Lxst At

of Quality"
OPPOSITE
CASTANEDA HOTEL

5?--
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Miss Laura Lorenzen left this morning for Harvey's ranch where she will
spend the coming week.
George Threlceld left today for Wagon Mound. He has been attending the
six weeks.
E. J. Ritter of Pueblo was a busi- Normal for the, past
A. A. Battman came in yesterday
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
for a few
Charles O'Malley and family left to- evening from Albuquerque
in Las Vegas.
business
visit
days'
where
they
day for the Harvey ranch
S. S. Steveps,, Jr., of Denver, came
will spend Sunday.
in
this afternoon from that city. He
C. D. Black came in thiB morning
will be here a few days on a business
a

PERSONALS

from his ranch at Mora for few days'
business visit here.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McCormick of
Las Conchas are in town for a few
days' business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Mehl, of Goshen,
Ind., came in last night for a several
days' visit in Las Vegas.
Paul Moody, a well known commercial salesman of Denver, was a, business visitor in Las Vegas today.
C. D. Boucher, who has been absent from the city for the past few
weeks, is expected to return tomor-

visit

Miss Catherine Johnson left' this
afternoon for Springer where she will
visit friends for the coming two
weeks.

I

FIVE

Additional Society J YOAKUM TO FiflHT
WITH

'

Military Dinner

FOR. THE YOUNG MAN

DINERS

save enough to start in business for the young woman to save enough to buy her
trousseau, or provide a fund should misfortune come) for the married woman to
save to acquire the spirit of economy for the married man to save so that his family
will not suffer in time ot misfortune,
, The above are some of the real
purposes of a savings account, 4 per cent interest
at the
to

At the Castaneda.

Yesterday evening at the Castaneda
hotel the officers of the New Mexico
National Guard, gave a dinner in
honor of Governor W. C. McDonald,
commander-in-chie- f
of the militia.
The affair started at 8 o'clock and
closed at about 10 and was thoroughly enjoyed. Colonel E. C. Abbott of
the First Infantry acted as toastmas-te- r
for the occasion. Governor McDonald responded to a toast on "The
Future of the Guard." This toast
was greatly enjoyed by all. Gover
nor McDonald spoke of the interest
that has been taken In the guard
among the officers and men and said
this, would be a valuable asset toward
strengthening the militia. He Impress.
ed all those present of the necessity
of a militia.
General A. S. Brookes responded
to a toast "The Efficiency of the MilIn
his remarks. General
itia."
Brookes referred to the status in the
'
past of the New Mexico National
Guard and showed through figures
that it had advanced to far greater
efficiency than ever before. He also
spoke of the Interest that the officers
had taken and said that they had become, through constant work, the best
lot of trained officers in the south, ...
west.
Lieutenant Rosell of. the United
States army, who has been the instructor of - the New Mexico guard
during the encampment, responded to
a toast to "The United States Army"
which was greatly enjoyed. ,A number of other officers were caUed upon
and responded. The dinner proved
to be a success in every ,way. The
meal served was excellent and was as
follows:
Canipl CavaJr:
Consomme de Volatile en Tasse
Radishes
Ripe Olives
Sliced Cucumbers Potatoes Julienne
Filet of Soles
Dieppoise
Chicken Cutlets Maintenon
Carded Tenderloin of Beef, Richlieu
Green Peas
Potatoes, Chateau
Tomato Mayonnaise
Tutti Frutti Ice Cream
Assorted Fancy Cakes
Roquefort Cheese Toasted Crackers

OF RATON
PROMOTER CHARLES O'MALLEY
STAGING
CONSIDERS
BATTLE

Charles O'Malley, the fistic promoter, this morning announced that
he had made arrangements to stage
a bout here on August 18 between
Stanley Yoakum and "Ev" Winters
of Raton. Yoakum is popular here
and has decided to locate temporarily
in Las Vegas. He left yesterday for
Wagon Mound, where he will be for
a week and then return to Las Vegas
and maintain training quarters here.
Winters is one of the classiest
boxers in the southwest and is a
comer. Yoakum has been anxious to
meet the Raton boy several times,
but arrangements could not be made.
The present arrangements are to
make the bout a
go, and
the Las Vegas fans are anxious to
see the bout as Yoakum nas demon
strated that he Is a classy fighter.
Having won from Newman once and
fought two draws, according to ring
experts who witnessed the fight last
Thursday. Yoakum can claim the
championship of Bouthwest. Yoakum
says he challenged Newman for a
go and the latter refused to

PEOPLES BANK

CAPITAL

-

John Bront of Shoemaker came In
this afternoon on business. Mr. Bront
is. a prominent business man of Shoemaker.
Mrs. G. F. Robb left this afternoon
TODAY'S BASEBALL
for her home at Watrous after having
been a visitor in this city for the
past week.
Miss Ellen Crosby left today for her
National League.
row.
home at Salida, Colo., after attending
Boston at Chicago; clear.
Max Krause left this morning for
Uhe summer school of the Normal for
his home at Mora after having been a
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh; clear.
the past eight weeks.
few
for
the past
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; clear.
visitor in Las Vegas
Miss Mary McMahon left this afterNew York at St. Louis; cloudy.
days.
i noon
for her home at Clovis after havMrs t T.. Safford of Clovis came
the past year in this city
f
American League.
0nnn n win hfi a inS spent the
Normal.
Chicago at Boston; clear.
visitor with friends here for several attending
Miss Alice Fiddler left today for
St. Louis at Washington.; clear.
days.
home at Raton after having spent
her
warden
Detroit at Philadelphia; clear.
T. P. Gable, formerly game
weeks attending the summer
Cleveland at New York; clear.
of New Mexico, came in last night eight
session
of the Normal.
from Dawson for a short business
Miss May Buell left this afternoon
American Association.
visit.
for
her home at Mesilla Park. Miss
Kansas City at' Milwaukee; clear.
Mrs. S. P. Colby and Fred J. Rose
Buell has been attending the Normal
St. Paul at Minneapolis; clear.
nf Phinneo are In town on a short bus- for the Past eISht weeks
Columbus a.t Indianapolis; clear.
at
ranch
Wagon
iness visit from their
T. B. Miller left this afternoon for
Louisville at Toledo; clear.
13
Mound.
his home at Alamagordo after attend
Mrs. A. J. Thuli of Watrous and Mrs.
fight.
ing the summer' session of the Normal
Western League.
In
are
the
Newman, it seems, is not anxious
W. J. Fleming of Chicago
a
re- for the past eight weeks.
Wichita
at Denver; clear.
in
to
bout,
Yoakum
meet
and
brother
son,
their
city vistlng
M. A. Van Houten of Shoemaker
session.
or even a
Topeka atr Denver; clear.
spectively, George A. Fleming.
came in this afternoon on a short busi
Sioux City at St. Joseph; clear.
Miss Vivian Hedgcock and Miss
ness trip. Mr. Van Houten is a prom
4- Omaha at.Des Moines; clear.
Edith Kingsley left this morning for
inent business man of Shoemaker.
Harvey's ranch, where they will spend
Misses-"Lucand Marie Clement
FADS AND FASHIONS
next
week.
the
this
left
for the Harvey ranch
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
morning
W. 0. Bourne, accompanied by J.
the com
remain
for
will
where
they
44.
4.
S. Morrison, left yesterday for Wagf
weefe on a short vacation.
on Mound where they wUl be visitors ing
Silk matlasse is a favored material
National League
Miss Artie McMahon left today for
for the next few days.
for frocks.
At
Pittsburgh, 1; Phil.Pittsburgh
has
been
her. homejatf Artesia. She
Mrs. Murray Carleton, Miss M. L.
It is said the jumper idea is coming adelphia, 2.
at
the
school
summer
the
?
back In fashion.
Pugh, Miss Dorothy Shedd and J. C. attending
ror tne past two montns.
L. Pugh, all of Wagon Mound, were Normal
Chantilly is easily the favorite lace.
American League
Miss Ruth Laughlin and Miss Helen
visitors in Las Vegas today.
for afternoon gowns.
At Philadelphia Philadelhpla,
4;
at
home
their
left
for
Laughlin
today
George Anderson, a well known
Loops of colored ribbon or velvet Detroit, 0.
Santa1 Fe jafter i spending
the
past
business man of El Paso, was a busiare taking the place of the corsage
At Boston Boston, 7; Chicago, 6.
ness visitor in Las Vegas today from week in this city visiting friends.
bouquet,
At Washington Washington, 8; St.
Blanch Anderson left for her home
his home at the Border City.
The tendency In felt hats for fall Louis 8.
Coffee
afternoon. She
Is
Governor W. C. McDonald, In com at Alamogordo this
toward medium and small sizes in
of
At New York Cleveland, 3; New
Those nresent were: Guests
two
the
been
has
in
for.
this
past
city
effects.
the mushrooms and turn-upany with several local business men,
York, 2'.
school. honor, Governor W. C. McDonald and
summer
the
months
attending
made a trip over the scenic highway
Larger hats are being designed,
E. C. de Baca,
Miss Esther Mangan left this after- Lieutenant Governor
hat h easi- ""! " "
this morning and returned about noon.
which the.
"
among
A.
S,
"
;.
Weiern League;
she officers of the militia, General
Frank Culberson and his sister, Miss noon for Lake City, Minn., where
favorite.
4
the
LieuC.
Colonel
E.
leading
ly
Abbott,
10 j Denver, 7.
next month. Brookes,
relatives
the
Wichita,
will
visit
for
Willie Mae Culberson, left this morn
Some of the newest hats seen In
tenant Colonel W. C. Portertield,
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 2; Sioux
Miss Mangan is a teacher in the
ing for their home at Portales. They
New
York shops havd stiffly wired City, 1.
P.
Major E.
Bupac, Major Ludwlg
one side.
have been here for the past 11 months
At Lincoln Lincoln, 7; Topeka, 6.
Major Arthur Bal, Captain N. bunches of roses placed at
Miss Bessie Ashton left this after
are
weaving
devotees
Rome
fashion
attending the Normal University;.
M.
L.
H.
CapShields,
Captain
8;
At
King,
Des Moines OnQfia.
Des
noon for her home at Portales. Miss
William Tipton returned last night
Lieutenant G. A. tho, heelless slipper of soft leather, Moines, 0.
tain
Carlos
Vierra,
Normal
the
Ashton
has
been
attending
from Notre Dame where he has been
A. Longuemare, laced half way to the knees.
summer school for the past two Reed, Lieutenant C.
attending school for the past term
Lieutenant Harold Hurd, Lieutenant
Dolly Varden coats of flower-sprig;
He will Bpend the .summer with his months.
end creoon. chiffon, net and taffeta
3. J. McMillen,
Charles
Lieutenant
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
Miss Jam's Hershorn, accompanied
parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Tipton.
Curry, Captain P. E. Dessauer, Lieu- accompany linen frocks.
of
Mrs.'LIebstater
and
daughter
by
Mrs. A. Staab, Robert
Mr. and
Soma tunic overdraperies are cut
tenant S. K. Baker, Lieutenant F. A.
National League
O'Connor and Mrs.- - Laughlin and Kansas City, came In yesterday and
LieutenW.
W.
Dean,
forming points, and tassels of silk
Club
will visit friends in this city for the Haley, Captain
Won Lost Pet.
M.
daughter, all of Oklahoma City, were
ant E. A. Roberts, Lieutenant F.
fringe or beads finish the ends.
New
next
.701
61
26
York
month.
in Las Vegas last night. They are
J. G. Grennan, LieuSome designs emphasize the skirt
William M. Clyde, principal of pub- West, Captain
50
.595
34
Philadelphia
Oklaautomobile
from
Ten-netraveling by
tenant E. F. Coll, Captain W. A.
of a somber hue and the fanciful coat
.517
46
43
Chicago
homa to the Pacific coast. The party lic schools at Artesla, left today for
Jr., Lieutenant W. P. Hauser, of brilliantly colored material.
that
53
.511
the
after
...45
spent
past
having
place
hotel.
Pittsburgh
put up last night at the Plaza
seen
The coolest looking girdles
Captain Domingo Pacheco, Lieuten39
43
.476
...
Miss Rose Kellogg left today for eight weeks attending the Normal.
Lieutenant Antonio these hot days are those of net. They Brooklyn
ant
James
Baca,
Boston
.430
49
Misy Alaska Davis and Miss Mabel
(...37
her home at Roswell. She has been
Lieucare
a
are tied around the figure in
Luna, Captain H. H. Hunter,
St. Louis
35
64
.393
here for the past 12 months attend- Benfer jeft this afternoon for their tenant H. A. Carlisle, Captain George less
manner, and add to the diaphan- Cincinnati
at
in
homes
Raton.
been
have
35
56
.385
They
UniverMexico
New
the
Normal
ing
Lieutenant J. Dv Powers, ous effect.
at- Morrison,
F.
sity, She was accompanied by Miss the city for the past two months
W.
R.
Smith,
newest
Captain
evening
The skirts of the
the summer session of the Lieutenant
American League
Gladys Carroon, another student of tending'
C. Blumlien, Lieutenant Perry Keown, gowns are not draped, but hang in
Normal.
Club
Won Lost Pet.
the Normal who has been here for
Lieutenant
Captain B. F. Littleton,
graceful lines from the drap- Philadelphia
straight,
afMiss
Mabel
65
Henrickson
27
.707
this
left
the past year.
F. H. Donahue,, Lieutenant O. H. Rus- ed bodices. A number of those seen
ternoon for her home at Artesla after
56
Cleveland
37
.602
Lieutensell, Captain T, J. Molinari,
have short panniers.
39
.571
having spent the past two months In ant J. B.
,.52
Washington
G. TyJ.
Lieutenant
Priddy,
Much of the new 'lingerie shows net
jjj.;..;..;..j..;;.A.j.....;...j.;M5.....;.j this city attending the summer ses51
46
.526
son and Lieutenant A. L. Bump, U. ruffles edged with pplored lawn. Pale Chicago
sion of the New Mexico Normal Uni43
46
.483
Boston
S. A.
lawn
pink, blue, lavender or yellow
58
Detroit
.402
versity.
.......39
K
V
is applied to the net
it
and
is
used,
St. Louis
59
George H. Hunkei returned last
.5T5;..38
.392
Five Hundred Party
hem.
in the form of an inch-wid- e
28
New York
60
night from, an extended trip to New
.318!
Raton Girls
For
are
Y. M. C.
undergarments
The
York and other parts of tho east.
at her home Mrs. m.ade of sheerest materials, are close
afternoon
This
Mr. Hunker attended the Elks grand
Western League
Vincent Truderi entertained a number fittinn- and have flat trimmings.. Fine
lodge meeting in Rochester early
Club
Won Lost Pet.
In
a
at
party given
of young ladies
nainsooks and batistes, sheer crepes, Denver
this month.
.667
31
.....62
Misses Mae and Margaret
orhonor
of
embroideries
and even
Des
.553
42
Among the Normal students who
52
Moines
of Raton, who will leave to
left for home today were Miss Gladys "Murphy
gandies are being used.
49
Lincoln ...
44
.527
morrow for their home. A delightful
Hand painted gauze as a material Omaha
Palmer, of Roswell, Miss Agnes Blan49
46
.616
afternoon was spent by those present. for
chard and Miss Delia Schearlch of Entertainment
gowns has been brought to spe- St. Joseph
47
46
.495
consisted of five
cial ierfeetlon in" Paris this summer. Topeka '.
Miss Phoebe.Russell of, Roy,
Socorro,
60
. ..40
.444
FLOORED TENTS
were
refreshments
Delicious
Some of the most beautiful and cost- Sioux
Miss Juanita Stagner and' ftfiss Ruby
55
.415
...39
City
served late in the afternoon. Those
COMFORTABLE BEDS
of these hand painted gowns show Wichita
Neff pf Artesla,.-,0
ly
J37
59
.385
were Miss Mae Murphy, Miss
Governor' and Mrs. William C. Mc- present
exquisite designs of jialeoses arrangPURE SPRING WATER
Grace
Miss
Elliott, ed
Donald "left this afternoon for Santa Margaret Murphy,
irregularly on Skirt and corsage.
Miss Lucy Floyd, Miss Caroline Green-bergeALLIS LOSES FINALS ?
Fe- - after having spent the past
36
The roses are vailed .in the mos
Miss Aileen Rosenthal, Miss
A TRAIL TRIP EVERY DAY
while the hand painted
Chicago, July 26. Warren K. Wood,
hours in this city visiting Camp Mctulle,
fragile
and Miss Aurora Lu- Donald and attending the ceremonies Myrtle Harkey
gauze Is mounted over some Epeclal of Chicago, finished the morning round
cero.
held yesterday in observance of Govcolor which will give snectal artist! of the finals of the Western Golf assoTROUT FISHING
4
ciation four up on E. P. AHIs, III, of
ernor's DayVi
effects.
Mrs. Fred Reuther
Milwaukee.
Over the links of the
Gives Dinner Party
his home
con- Homewood Country club,
a coueh medicine
DON'T
use
The
Difference
Summer
"The
Between
THE LAST WORD in EATING ?
Thursday Mrs. Fred Reuther enter- taining opium or morphine. They course, Wood seemed to have the adGirl" and "The Summer Woman"
While the former is having a "good tained at luncheon at the Castaneda constipate the bowels and do not vantage of the sensational young Wis(Mrs. I. K. Lewis, Cook)
time" the latter is too often dragging hotel In honor of a number of visit- cure, only stifle the cough. Examine consin
"
player. Allls was erratic and
if the medicine conaround nervous, run down, tired out,
A most delightful luncheon the labpl and
ing
girls.
missed
that Would have
many
putts
It.
witii aching back and weary limbs,
these harmful opiates refuse
was enjoyed by these ladies, who tains
"CAMPING DE LUXE"
sleepless and wretched.' Often it Is
Foley's Honey fnd Tar Compound been easy for him yesterday.
kidney trouble not female trouble and were as follows: Miss Rebecca Roths- contains no opiates. Is healing and
Foiey Kidney Pills are a direct and child of Buffalo, New York, Misses soothing. O. G- Schaefer and Red
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
pF.itive
help for the condit'ou. O. G; Hanna and Louise Frank of Memphis, Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Make Reservations With
a eood deal In the daytime, you
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
yawn
Tenn., Miss Zander of Los Angeles
can charge it to a torpid liver which
Adv.
is
offered
for
.y
substitute
a
If
you
Mr. Barns at Y.M.C.A.
and Miss Rogina Stern of this city.
Bldg
Foley Kidney Pills. !t means a cheap- bus allowed the system to' get full of
When the baby'is suffering the douer medicine is oressed upon you for impurities. HERBINB cures all disble affliction of hot weather and bowthe dealer's profit, not yours. Foley orders produced by an inactive liver.
the remedy needed Is
"SEE YOUR OWN SCENERY? el disorders,
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer It strengthens that organ, cleanses
A
IN
TO
CURE
COLD
ONE DAY
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the
more than a cheap substitute, but the bowels and puts the system in
feverish condition, corrects the stom-nc- Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine they give better results than any oth- good healthy condition. Price 50c.
and checks looseness of the bow- Tablets. Druggists refund money if er
and bladder medicine. Asl? Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
els
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. it falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signa- for kidney Kidney Pills. O. G. SehaeFoley
Soli by Central Drug Co. Adv.
ture is on each box. 25c Adv.
Subscribe for The Optic.
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
-
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Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity
KEEN morning appetite is a real

de-

light on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better, Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, II you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toast-- :
.er, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appe--titYou can enjoy this convenience in
your home.

!

-

e.

An Electric Toaster

p

Convenient and Economical

.

It costs very little to own and use art
Electric Toaster. It is decidly convenient, too simply attach the plug to any
convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother or muss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it is
prepared just as it is needed.
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A. CAMP

Now Open to
(he General Public

I

Las Vegas Light and Power
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NORTHWEST

Round trip, tickets will be on sale rinilv
from June'i to September 30, 1913, with
final limit on all tickets to Oct. 31, 1013

Los Angeles or San Diego

$48.50
S43.59
$55.60
S50.00

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco - Special dates, shorter limit
an rrancisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
77.50
Special dates, shorter limit
572.59
--

Tickets are first class,

ocd f

in either direction, and for furtherjr
as to routing etc.. please call r.t t'.ilia

h

.
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There is more Catarrh in this sec-- '
the country than all other disHAD
eases put together, and until the last
few years was supposed to be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a conTERMERI
stitutional disease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Is the
ACTORS
WISH TO ALLOW ONE Cheney and Co., Toledo, Ohio,
COMMISSION REPORTS ON INVEScure on the marconstitutional
only
OF THEIR NUMBER TO DIE
TIGATION OF ENVELOPE IN
ket. It 'is taken internally In doses
OUT OF PRISON
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
. THE GARCIA, CASE
acts directly on the blood and mucous
ot the system. They offer
Santa Fe, N. M., July 2G. Stephen
Philadelphia, July 20. Actors andi surfaces
una uuuurea
lor auy case h
other members of the theatrical pro- - fails to cure, dollars
B. Davis, Jr., United States district
Send for circulars and
comfesslon throughout America are to be testimonials.
attorney and chairman of the
Address: F, J. CHENEY & CO., To- asked to sign a petition for the pardon
mittee appointed by Judge W. II. Pope
actor, ledo, O.
of George Marion, an
of the federal district court, to invesSold by druggists, 75c.
exwho is serving a life term in the
tigate the alleged tampering with
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
vs.
144-of
case
Garcia
mur
in
the
the
hibit
Eastern penitentiary here for
Adv.
pation.
der of his wife fouryears ago In
Garcia, in equity, recently on trial
la the federal court, in which case
Wilkesbarre. Clemency is to be ak-eNOTICE.
was
render,
the
for
verdict,
The Deep Lake Hunting and FiBh- a
on the ground that Marion Is dying,
plaintiff
Daniel Hart, city ing club has leased the lake known
ed by the jury, submitted the report
of tuberculosis.
of the investigations of his committreasurer of Wilkesbarre and an old as the Deep lake, which is located
tee to the court this morning.
friend of Marlon, is circulating the south of the La Jara take of this
In brief the report d.oes not find
petitions that will last be presented group of Kroenig's lakes of the Ten
Lakes Land company. No person will
proceedings on
any unprofessional
to the hoard of pardons.
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
the part of the attorneys in the case
or the officers of the court. It finds
property except members of the club,
Wao Common Law Wife
must be
that there is evidence that the ex- envelope.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., July 26. The and all persons going there
In the consideration of the ques- murder committed
to
show a membership card
prepared
hibit, which is an envelope, had been
Marlon,
by George
tampered with, but is unable to fix tion of when this change was made, for whom a pardon is being sought in this organization. Otherwise they
the responsibility or to decide wheth- we are, therefore, remitted entirely by members of the theatrical profes will be arrested for trespassing.
er the change was made before or to a considers t ion or verbal testi- sion, occurred in this city August 20, THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
FISHINQ CLUB.
after it was introduced fn evidence. mony. This testimony is 'so conflict- 1909. In early life Marion had been
The report in full follows:
ing that we nre unable to find or re- an actor and in later years was emNOTICE.
In the United States District Court port definiteiy as ;o the time of
ployed as theatrical advance agent.
La Jara Hunting and Fishing
The
change.
for the District of New Mexico.
He had lived in Wilkesbarre, but at
No proof was presented to us, and
ciub has leased the La Jara and Tip
To Honorable William H. Pope, Unitthe time of the tragedy his home was
ed States District Judge for the so far as we know none- is available,
lakes, which are the two northernin Atlanta, Ga.
In any way tending to show by whom
most of th group ot Kroenig's lakes
District of New Mexico:
Marion and his victim, his common
of
the
was
made.
the Ten Lakes Itnd company. No
of
stamps
by
change
We, the committee appointed
was formerly Miss
There Is no evidence presented to law wife, who
will be allowed o hunt or
person
the above entitled court to investigate
Frances Lee, of Zion City, 111., had, it fish upon this
property except mem-oer- s
the alleged alteration of an exhibit, us which would Justify us in finding was
alleged, been living together as
of tho club, and all persons goNo. 144-a- , introduced in the trial of any unprofessional or improper con
and wife for seven years
there must he prepared to show
the case of Florence Lillian Garcia, duct on the part of any of the attor husband
before the tragedy, it ing
weeks
Several
a membership card In this organiza'tc, vs. Petra Garcia, etc., No. 202, neys engaged in the trial of the Gar
with
cia case, or of the officials connected is claimed, the woman ran away
tion.
Otherwise they will be arrestrespectfully report as follows:
child with
her
man,
another
taking
court.
the
with
ed for trespassing.
Your committee met at Santa Fe,
In the absence, therefore, of the her. Marion traced them to this city,
THE LA JARA HUNTING
July 1ft, 1913. and spent the greater
the chief of police he ar
AND FISHING CLUB.
part of the day in the Investigation. discovery of additional evidence bear- and through
wife at police
All of the members of the committee ing upon this matter, we believe that ranged to meet his
headquarters.
were present, and in addition there no further action should be taken.
ATTOKNEY8
When they met at police headquar
A complete
record of' the state
wore present Karl C. Iden, 0. N. Mar
both appeared
HUNKER & HUNKS
ron, E. A. Mann. John Venable, James ments made before the committee ters, he kissed her and
Turning to the chief of po iieorne H. Hunker Chester
W. Chaves, Antonio Garcia and K. M. was kept by Mr. Iden, the court ste happy.
Hs"
the latter to step
Attorneya-at-tavChapman: all of whom made state- nographer, and we attach to this re lice, Marion 'asked
from the office a few moments while Las Veftas
Ne
i
ments before us. A further meeting port a complete transcript.
he spoke to his wife in private. The
was held at Santa Fe July 25, at
Respectfully submitted,
DENTISTS
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR.
chlef, thinking he was accomplishing
which time we heard statements from
a kind act by bringing husband and
EDWARD A. WRIGHT,
Francis VI. Wood and C. E. TJnney.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
wtfo tnirether readilv consented. As
LORIN C. COLLINS.
We inspected the exhibit In question
Dentist
ask
soon as he left the room Marion
as well as other exhibits introduced
July 25, 1913.
nf any .leai r? ;n
Dental
work
to
return
would
if
she
Recommends Admission.
ed his wife
in the case, and also considered the
moderate
refused.
prices
She
the
him.
state
of
with
on
trial
the
Atlanta
Jacobo
Chaves,
superintend
testimony given
Center Clock. Tel. Mair
case bearinpc upon the change of this ent of insurance, has recommended whereuoon he pulled a revolver and Room
East
,as Vetras, N M
Associa.
Life
porFund
other
dead.
that the Guarantee
shot her
exhibit, as well ns certain
tion of Omaha be admitted to do busIons of the testimony.
Marion was indicted and tried on
Ladl- We are unanimously or the opinion iness in the state.
a charge of first degree murder. His Professional health Culture for
MRS.
OLLIE SHEARER
him
rhat there has been a change in the
Incorporation Papers Filed.
attorneys made a hard fight for
Hair and 8ca.li
nf- temnorarv insanity. He General Massage,
The United Machinery Manufactur VU a nioa
postage stamps upon plaintiff's ex
1'
Facial
Maniccr
Treatment,
Massage,
sentencwhen
and
time
filed
the
since
incorporation was convicted, however,
hibit No.
ing association has
Plaza Hotel.
the same was mailed. Thl3 is obvious papers with the corporation commis ed to death. Later the sentence was
Office hours 1:30 r m. to 3:30 p. n
from the fact that a portion of the sion. This concern has us neaaquar- - commuted to life imprisonment.
cancellation now appears on the en- ters at Albuquerque, 403 South inrst
DOING THEIR DUTY
velope underneath the lower postage street, and Charles Conroy is the
C4RWAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
agent. It has a capital stock or $2&u,- stamp.
AMD
r
There are indications that the
000, and starts business with ?10,100 Scores of East Las Vegas Readers are
SIGN PAINTING
postage stamp has been changed, paid' in. The incorporators are
Learning the Duty of the Kidneys
38
not
or
whether
find
El
not
we
of
the
do
Texas,
Paso,
is
F. Ohlrau
but
kidneys
N. O.
To filter the blood
this Is the fact. The evidence tend- shares, Charles Conroy of Albuquer- duty.
429 GRAND AVE.
ing to show such a change Is that que, 62 shares, and Harry P. Owen,
When they fail to do this the kid
underneath the upper postage stamp Albuquerque, 1 share.
neys are weak.
New U. S. Commissioners,
there appears a thin film, apparently
Backache and other kidney ills may
if
1
torn from the lower portion of a post,
m
Demetrio Perez of Las Vegas, for- follow;
at
work.
their
do
age stamp. Whether this film was merly territorial auditor, has been
Help the kidneys
test Km
torn from the postage stamp which appointed a United States commis
s
a
Use Doan's Kidney Pills-t- he
H. Pope in the ed
now appears upon the envelope or sioner by Judge-W- .
remedy.
kidney
from another postage stamp, and in federal district court. Mrs. Elvira
East Las Vegas people endorse their 1 This
the latter event, whether such
Stanton of Mosquero, has also been worth.
t
or a made a commissioner by Judge Pope.
Silver
age stamp was of a
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman,
t
denomination, we are un- Motions In Case of Garcia vs. Garcia. 225 Railroad Ave., uast L,as vegaa,
-- if you use
able to ascertain.
Attorneys representing b.oth sides N. M., says: "About three years ago
We are of the opinion that the two in the case of Garcia vs. Garcia were
me
were
giving
my back and kidneys
t
postage stamps now on the in the federal court today with formal trouble. Nothing helped me until 1
EMPRESS
envelope were not taken from the motions.. Mann & Venable, attorneys got Doan's , Kidney Pills. They
FLOUR
6ame sheet of stamps. An inspection for the defendant, Petra Garcia, ask took away the
my
pains in
shows a difference in. the shading of ed for a new trial, and Matron &
me
in
shape
good
and
back
put
Wood for the plaintiff, Florence Lil in
It 's giving you
my back' and put me in good shape
in
a
asked
for
lian Garcia,
judgment
wno wuuw rauiuaums
rnose
again,
To
a present for dokeeping with the findings of the jury are often subject to kidney ailments,
in the case and for a reference to
and
is bad
ing something
Expectant Mother take accounting of the amount due the jolting of the trainneeds
a strong
this
work
one
'd do wiy
doing
you
motions were
'Women of Experience Advise the U0 the plaintiff. Both
I am glad that I know of Doan's
back.
court.
Friend.
the
Mother'
advisement
of
taken under
by
way when you
Kidney Pills, as they can be depend-

UPS

BEEP

TAMPERED

a

the stamps, and a difference in the;
space between the white perforated
margin and the green portion of the
stamp, which Is not or the same
width in each stamp. Had the stamps
come from the same sheet we assume
that the inking would have been
practically identical, and the space
also, especially it the two stamps had
been next to each other in the sheet.
Having found that there has been
a change in the exhibit, we understand that the next step is for us to
determine whether that change was
mado prior to the introduction of the
exhibit in evidence, or after such introduction and during the progress of
the trial. In determining this question we are not la any way'alded by
the exhibit itself, there being nothing in connection with tne exhibit to
show when the change was made; excepting that the portion of the en
velope underneath the lower postage
stamp now appears to be somewhat
whiter than the remaining portion of
the envelope, but, owing to the fact
that this exhibit has been constantly
handled since its introduction, this
condition does not enable us to determine the length of time during
which the stamp has been upon the
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a certain (lesree of trepidation In
itin niinila of most women In regit rd- to the
Ihe longing to
subject of motherhood.

possess Ig often contradicted by the Inher
OX
pirmu ui
But there neeo De no sucn oreaa in view
we have a must noble
that
fact
the
of
remedy In what Is known as Mother's
This Is an external application
Friend.

ent tear

uiKut-Ksi-

has B wonderful Influence and control
over the muscular tissues o the abdomen.
By Its dully use the muscles, cords, tendons
and liiinmentB all gently expand without
the slightest strain ; there Is no pain, no
nausea, no nervousness : what was dreaded
as a severe physical ordeal becomes altBcalm,
Imserene, joyful anticipation that has
press such as our foremost- teachers of
the
to
into
drill
are
Knirenlcs
striving
ntiutls of the present (feneration.
T
there
In almost every community
-- women
who have need Mother's Friend, and
recovered
ones
quickly,
that
they are the
conserved their health and strength to thug
rule
preside over families destined by every
of physiology and the hiRtory ot successful men and women to repeat the story of
achievement.
Mother's Friend iR prepared after th
"formula of a noted family doctor by the

that

strike of nearly a year's duration in the coal mines at Taylor,
Wash., has been ended satisfactorily.
The new agreement gives members
of the United Mine Workers of America complete recognition and the
same prices for labor and conditions
of employment as prevail among the
miners In other unionized: coal camps
in Washington.
A

ed upon."

Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
"
Co.,
Buffalo,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other. Adv.
n

Within' the first fortnight of the
British state unemployment insurance
law for building workmen, shipbuildetc., coming into
The annual convention of the ers, wheelwrights,
6,000 eiigibles out of work apforce,
Can
of
Trades and Labor Congress
for relief.
ada will be held in Montreal in Sep plied
tember.
Porto Rico labor unions demand
a
law for compensation for injuries
Petitions for. a universal
and
hurts received by workmen in
statute have been filed in every councourse of their work, a law to
the
ty of California under the Initiative be
plain and precise in its provisions
law.

The decision of the new Australian
government to abolish the preference
hitherto given to union workmen on
Hreciflr-iBegulator Co., 18 I.:nar Kldst-Atlnnta. r,n.
the commonwealth public works has
to
book
Write them for tbelr Instructive
Mother's
You
fled
will
aroused a storm of protest from the
mothers.
,Ttmcfiint
'
tVienrt on sale by all drug store at flM union
officials, .u'J-t- a.
bottle.
,
i,,1mIM V
-

leam how Much
Better EMPRESS

'

The new agreement obtained by
the street railway employes of Salt
Lake City is; for a period of four
years and grants an increase of 2
cents an. hour.
Subscribe for The Optio.

FLOUR really;
Made

is.
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

.an

Secretary.

Petten, Secretary.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
O. of B. B.
Meets every

J

Ml,
flrs

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Tuesday of the month in the
vestrj
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Montefiora a I
Regular conclave ec d Tues
o'clock p. m
Visiting brothers ars
Isaac
Invited
day in each month at Mar
cordially
Appal)
sonlo Temple at 7:39 p. m. Q. U.
Presldeui, Charles Greenclay, 8e
KlnkeL B.
'
Chas. Tamme,
retary.

C;

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

NO.

every Monday evening al
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting brethren cordially lnr'ted to av
tend. F. D. Fries. N. G.: Gui
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. El wood,
Secretary; Farl Wertz, Treasurers
C. V. Hedstcock, cemetery trustes.-

I, ROYReytUr con

NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
NUMBER,
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourt
Mondays of each month at 8 p. n.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Telephone Mala tZ.
Z. W. Montague, Local De
Cleric;
SALESMEN making, small
towns;
NO.
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
uty.
Visiting memhers are espewhole time or side line; should
10
welcome and cordially lnvtt-ed- .
Mees
at
Monday
every
night
cially
carry our fast selling pocket side
C Hall, on Douglaa avenue.at
O.
R.
line; special sales p'an allowing
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are
return of unsold goods; makes
J. C. Wertt, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURwelcome.
cordially
commission
quick easy sales; $4
Buhlor
T.
J.
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets ln W.
secretary;
president:
on each order. Something entirely
C. H. BalJy, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
new Write for outfit
HANSFORD

OPTIC'S

CHAPTER

8. Meets first and third Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledf, Wortly Mas
tron; Mrs.
Tripp, Secretary.

MAIN L

Wanted

today. Can

field Mfg.
cago,

208

Sigel St., Chi

111.

WANTED

work.
Vegas

Co.,

Girl for
1102
202.

general
Eighth street.

house
Phone

WANTED Competent
stenographer
and office clerk Answer In own
handwriting. J. B. Optic office.

B

FOR SALE Bran and ground barley
for feed, at Trambley Roller Mills
east of the power house.

Far Hisnt

and third Mondays of each month,
8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma- n
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
deputy, 1011
Montague, assistant
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
month Elka home on Ninth stree
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersarcordially invited'. Gov. Wm.
J. Mills, ltxalted Ruler; D. W. Con-

at

don, Secretary.
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer
Visiting membuilding.
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
Device, G. K.; ITrank AngeL r. 8.

FOR SALE Cheap, a good team of
bay mares, three and four years old,
one sorrel yearling colt and a good EL
spring wagon. T. C. Lipssett, 1026
. Fifth street.

LOCAL TIME CAHD
EAST BOUND

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS OF Pv
TH AS Meets ev
ery Monday even
I

1:16 p.
11:05 B
2:10
2:1

9:10 p. m
No. i . .11:05 p. m
2:05 a. m
No. 8..
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
No.

DORADO

Bepart

Arrive
2

.

.

.

.

WEST BOUND
in Castle Hall
.
1:20 p. m
Knlgiitt No.
a. m
.
6:10
No.
S...
fA
VJI
cordially lnvlv
No.
7... . 4:20 p. m.....
fci. Chas Liebacs
.., . 6:35 p. m
Chancetloi No.
aer,
Comm-.nder- .
Harry
ry Martin, Keeper of Records ano
Subscribe for The Optic.
'
Ing

'

y

I

lsltlrg

.

.

1:4
6:15
4:30
7:00

r,

p
a.

p

i

p
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FURNISHED rooms for light house Seal.
keeping; bath included. 502 Main
street, corner Fifth.
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 176.
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
176.

-

CRYSTAL: ICE

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing- but Pure Ice
,
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lb-- ,, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

....

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

Las

Veas

Phone Main 227

Ice & Storage Co.
1200

Lincoln Ave

rJisGstian&cus
WILL

TRADE Irrigated land neai
Springer for Las Vegas real estate; also 12 acres in Kansas for
New Mexico property. Box 111,
City.

Stings or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous. BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is bcth antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

-- RETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbsM Each Delivery

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

3 PILLS

lltlllllMII DT)lUn
OruiTKlut for AX
jour
limond it rand
in It. d amt

Ladled! Astt

Pills
Tuke

iiold mtUillAV

sealed viih lllutt Ribbon.
rif othi'P. Iltiy of yon r
OruBcUt. A i r iil-ri- i
HfvTEH
rU.WO HAM. for

boxes,

MA.,!M
SOLI) 6 V

O&ISIS

"9

per

per
per
per
per

100
100
100

lb-

100
100

lbs.
Ibt.

lbs.

lb.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity as
Made Las Vega Famous.

lasting Qualities ot Which Have

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANTAds
Are Best
Market Finders

W. J. Maxwell, for. 15 years grand
secretary and treasurer of the Order
of Railway Conductors, died recently
at his home in Cedar Rapids.

His Indigestion Cured at Last
Afte spending hundreds of dollars
for medicine and treatment for Indi
gestion and constipation with only
temporary relief, C. H. Hines, of Whit
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
Chamberlain's Tablets. For Bale by
all dealers. Adv.

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

AGUA PURA COMPANY

The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes has voted to
hold its convention next year In

RH CHESTER

ALL GROCERS

MOOSE Meets second
fmir.n
evenini
Ibiiisday
moiitti at vv o W. Hall, vii'tia
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis. Dictator;
J. Thornhill,

vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:39 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

LING) FINISH

tained in this city from

ai

F. A L. O. G

Wm. P. Mills.

LAS VEGA9 CHAPTER
AL ARCH MASONS

(STER-

EMPRESS
can be tA

NO. 2, A.

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Yiltlng
brothers cordially

by GER-

MAN PROCESS
sz

A.

I.

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
'
Cash In advlnce preferred.

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

one-cen-

W. M., H. S

TISEMENTS

old-tim- e

d

LODGE

A- -

COLUM

14-4--

Is

CAFE

AND

LIFE

)

There

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

k

WU-lia-

LOBBY

Classified
those

ad,

who MIGHT

i
I

search out the people to whom among alt
BUY the particular thing is worth most

That property yon want to sell Is WORTH MOST iO sense
wowld sever . hear
who reads the ads. In this nswspaper end
your property unless It wars advertised nera.

i

I

Others, who read and ana veer ads. ln this newspaper want (a&
are anxious to pay eash for) books, automobiles, used machiaary
and furniture, articles of aaetulnesi of any sort, and musical
As the classified ads. are read by aU possible buy:s, of all
slble sorts of thins, they have coma to be finders of the bast

3
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pardon" me, TO" be with"' you aganTTi
just a few minutes."
There was no time for them to pro
test. He slipped into the office where
Kendall and Kerr were closeted, and
closed the door quietly after him.
The situation was not without its
embarrassment. Taking into consider
ation everything which had happened
in the last month, there was little won
der that each felt constrained. In ad
'

,

CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherless
iflrl who has spent most of her life at
.school, arrives at her father's home In
David Kerr Is the political boss
jBelmont.
'Of the town and Is anxious to prevent his
daughter learning of his real character.
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers. Is negotiating with
jJudge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
valuable franchise. They fear the opposition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
aper.
"CftSPTER ill Kerr asks the assistance
Of Judge Gilbert In Introducing Gloria to
LBelmont society and promises to help him
but through the packers' franchise and let
lra have all the graft.
meets Joe Wright
CHAPTER
t the Gilberts. It appears they are on
ilntimate terms, having met previously In
a touring party In Europe.
twits Wright on
CHAPTER
his failure to keep an engagement to
meet her In Paris. He explains that the
leath of his mother prevented his going
to Parte. '
IV-Gl- orla

"CHAPTER
VI The Gilberts invite
'Gloria to stay with them pending the
refurnishing of the Kerr home.
CHAPTER VII-O- ne
society bud who
Tefused to meet Gloria Is forced to do so
when her father is made to feel Kerr's
power.
CHAPTER
begins his
fight against the proposed franchise in
the columns of his paper, the Belmont

dition to that, Gloria felt as if she
nad just been figuratively thrown at
nis head. To a
girl this
in itself was mortifying. They Bat
without a word until the silence became painful. Wright was desperate.
Here was the one woman in all the
world, and he was afraid to open his
mouth. At last he mustered sufficient
courage to remark:
"Beautiful spring weather we're
high-spirite- d

having."
This remark served only to punctuate the silence. It seemed ' to him,
from the length of time before she replied, that Gloria was mentally Inspect-

ing the records of the weather bureau
for the last twenty years.
"Yes," Bhe said, a word that did not
appear so ponderous as to require all
that time to bring it forth.
News.
"This did not prove conducive to furCHAPTER IX
his ther conversation. He felt that the
Kerr, through
henchmen, exerts every influence to hamweather had not been exhausted by
per Wright in the publication of his
her voluble reply, however, and used
VHI-Wr-

lght

-

(Continued from Yesterday)

CHAPTER

it

again.

"They tell me It's liable to be bad
for another month."
Again Gloria seemed to make a men- -

XIII.

Wright had no means of knowing
what it was. Judge Gilbert had to propose to him, but he felt certain that it
had some connection, with his newspaper and with the campaign now ending in a lurid blaze of political pyrotechnics. Gloria Kerr was the last
person he would have thought of meeting in Gilbert's office. He had promised himself that after the election, no
matter whether it went his way or not,
he would see her and make his excuses for not having had the time to
be with her as he had wished.
He
would also begin to look about for a
purchaser for the News. He hoped he
would have no difficulty in getting Gloria to leave Belmont. Then for the
new life with her where they could be
ever together, one in heart and hope
and happiness.
When Williams told Wright that
Judge Gilbert was ready to see him,
he opened the door and saw the' lawyer advancing to meet him with extended hand. The adviser of Belmont
corporations knew the value of a handshake and a cordial greeting. It made
a visit to his office take on the air of
a social affair.
"I'm so glad you came," he said to
the editor, shaking hands heartily.
"1 came as soon as I could." Wright
was not going to be outdone, and
therefore used his most genial tone,
although the shaking hands on his
side was a perfunctory performance.
He knew Judge Gilbert's real attitude,
and undue cordiality under the circumstances savored too much of the
Greeks bearing gifts.'
"Miss Kerr and I have Just been
speaking of you."
"What!" exclaimed Wright Looking past the judge, for the first time
he saw Gloria. At mention of hei
name the girl rose from her chair. She
really thought she merely wanted to
speak to him, once more look into hia
eyes, and then take her departure.
At sight of her, Wright stepped forward and said, "How do you do, Miss
Kerr? It's a great pleasure to see
I certainly did not expect to
you.
find you here."
They shook hands In rather a constrained manner, Gilbert watching
them closely the while..
"Naturally not," she replied. "1
came to see Judge Gilbert on a mat
ter of business and am just leaving."
Despite herself she could riot help
adding, "My friends find me most of
the time at Locust Lawn."
Something in her manner brought
the- - lawyer at once into the conversation with a turning of the subject
"I couldn't tell you very well over
the 'phone, what I wanted," he explained to Wright. "It'll be a little
while before I can talk to you. I
need a few minutes more to ascertain
fully the wishes of my clients."
The conversation was so businesslike that Gloria forced herself to say:
"I must be going. Please don't let
me keep you from your work."
But at this Gilbert held up his hand
appealingly and begged, "Please don't
go. I want you to do me a favor.
Wait for Mrs. Hayes. Until I've, fin
ished this conference, won't you be
so good as to act as hostess here and
entertain Mr. Wright?"
"Really, Judge Gilbert,
,
"I'm sure Mr. Wright wishes it." He
interrupted her because he did not
know what she might say, and he
knew his remark would bring from the
newspaper man a request that she remain.
"I wouldn't have Miss Wright make
a martyr of herself," Wright said with
quiet dignity, "but if she would be so

1

i

If

me that it was just Te3nThueis7"dear,
that made me feel that my protecting

arras should be about you always.
Love is love,- a law unto itself alone.
We must recognize It and bow to it
because it brings us happiness."
He came a Btep nearer, but she did
not turn to him. She stood hall
turned away, her eyes downcast, her
lips parted Into half a smile. Her
breath came fast and she could feel
her heart beat Then she heard him
say in a lower tone, so gently:
"Nothing to Bay, Gloria? Can't you
believe me?"
She turned to find herself gazing
into his eyes.
"Yes, I believe In you as I believe
In my father."
This answer was not enough.. He
had asked her to be his wife. Not yet
had she replied.
"Say that you care for me, GJoria;
tell me that you love me."
"I've always cared, Joe; I do love
you."
"For better or worse?" He held out
his arms.
-

,

can't pick up and run away like
"To the end of the world," she whisI'd do it anyway if it would
pered as his arms were folded about
bring back the dear old days." '
"The days I knew?" the girl made her.
And as their lips met in their first
bold to ask.
"The days you made so delightful." kiss, Wright saw in her eyes the light
that never yet has shone on land or
"Can they be gone forever?"
"You mean" Wright did not dare sea.
to put his hope In words.
Carried farther than she had intended, Gloria beat a retreat by say(To be Continued Monday)
ing:
Taking Big Chances
"Who knows? We may meet in Paris
It. U ton
;;!vat. a rink to depend upon
again some day."
"Some time soon, I hope. I'm sick I'.eiwhJjors or Heading lor medicine in
t
and tired of it all here, Gloria. To- .vita of a stiuilen attaik of bowel
day it has seemed like the game isn't
In it. most every neighborhood
worth the candle. What do you think?" oil cone l s
died, "from cholera mor"I'm all in the dark, too," was her
bus that could have easily been saved
confession. Slowly and surely in the
shadow of her shattered hopes and his had the proper medicine been at hand.
unhappy conflict of duty and desire Then think of the suffering that must
were they being drawn closer together
e endured until medicine can be ob
than even they had been when they tained. The safe way Is to
keep at
laughed with the spring and dreamed hand a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic,
of the days to come in a radiiyit sunCholera and Diarrhoea Remdy. It has
shine of unwhispered love.
"I don't know what to think," Gloria never been known to fall and has un
went on in a low tone. "I don't seem doubtedly saved the lives of many
to understand Belmont."
t ople.
Buy it now. It only costs a
"Why don't you go away? , Don't ijiu'.r'.er. rot vi'le iy r.il dealers.
v
-.
want
"1

that; but

com-.Kiiia- i.

you

,

to?J'

"WhaJ for? I know the life out
there." She made a sweeping gesture which seemed to encompass all
the world outside the four walls which
shut them in together. "It wouldn't
really satisfy me any more to live
as I used to live."
"Yet your life here" He left the
rest to her.
"No, this doesn't satisfy me either."
"In a word, Gloria, you're 'not hap-

Adv.

;h

,f-

n

MEN'S EQUAL SUFFRAGE LEAGUE
Ocean Grove, N. J., July 26. The
New Jersey Men's League for Wom
an Suffrage held a well attended con
vention here today for the purpose
of furthering the cause of woman
suffrage in this, state. The members
of the league have agreed to support
only senate and assembly candidates
py."
Instead of replying directly, she who pledge themselves to vote in
asked with a dropping of her hands the next legislature to givp the, ballot
to her sides in a hopeless fashion: , to women.
"Is anybody in the whole world
happy? Are you happy?"
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
"Don't you think I am?"
Instead of the daily torment of
"I'm afraid not."
sore kidneys.
The appealing way she looked at weak back, backache,
vvollen loints and rheumatism, ouey
him, her whole s"bul welling up In her
that imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
eyes, brought him to his feet and set
with nature, which
him to pacing nervously up and down. They
mounts for their success in an mo
He looked fatigued, distressed, beside
They are
ney and " bladder disorders.
himself with care. She forgave him healina.
strengthening and tonic.
and give
everything but his studied refusal to Obey that Impulse today
let her share whatever weighed upon them a chance to help your. u. u.
him. Could he not see, she thought, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug btore.
how she yearned to tell him that
Adv.
whither he went there she would go
also, that his joys would be all her
RACE MEETING IN HAMILTON
joys and that his burdens would be
Ontario, July 26. The
Hamilton,
divided with her, that love divided all
of the season's race meetings
second
sorrow aud doubled all joy?
of the Hamilton
Wright could stand it no longer. under the auspices
He saw her before him, trembling with Jockey club opened at the local track
that same emotion that shook him, today and will contmuv until Saturaflame with the same fire that burned day of next week. The horses have
within him, mutely questioning him arrived here well seasoned as a rewith her big, soulful eyes. How could
of two months' campaigning over
he make amends for that month of sult
circuit and owners and
the
Canadian
neglect except by telling her what she
officials
track
predict one of the best
had
more
but
what
long ago
guessed,
recently she had a right to doubt? He meetings of the summer
felt weak where he wanted to be
strong. To hear from her lips that Criamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and
she loved him was all that he needed
Diarrhoea
'Remedy.
acto make him invincible. With her
Mr. W. S. Gunslnus, a Pennsylvania
knowledged love in his heart there
was nothing he could not do.
farmer, residing nenr Fleming. P. 0
"For the past fourteen
"Oh, Gloria, I can't tell you what a Pa., says:
Chamberlain's Collff
fight I'm making. You wouldn't unused
have
in
derstand. Business is business, out Cholera and Marrhoea Remedy in my
side a woman's realm, but I've missed j
family and have found it to be an exyou so much this last montn.
always have a botAt this declaration she caught her cellent remedy.
breath. Joy, she found, could some- tle of it in my hou?e and take pleastimes prove the twin of pain. That ure in recommending it to my
this man, tliisj strong, fearless man, friends." For sale by all dealers.
in his struggles had missed her, bad Adv.
Intimated a longing for dependence
upon her, made her heart bound. Love
FINDS LOST FORTUNE
even when his banners have beery
Albuquerque, N. M.. July 26. Sixty
flung forth to the breeze leagues be
fore the castle wall is reached, nevei thousand dollars in gold and silver
ceases to be a surprise when at last American currency, burled in a big
the knock at the gate is heard.
under the ranch house
"You've no right to say your worl copper tinaja
at
is outside of woman's realm if you'vi of the late Guadalupe Gutierrez
this
north
of
Ranchos
de
a
Albuquerque
if you've missed something
womai
could supply."
city was discovered this week by Juan
"Something the one woman could Bazan, present occupant of the house,
3iipply," he corrected.
according to reports which reached
"I must be going," she said, rising here
yesterday.
from her chair; "I'm afraid Mrs
Bazan says he discovered an old paisn't
coming."
Hayes
He stepped between her and the per signed by Gutierrez and secreted
in the house, indidoor, letting her take several Bteps in a hiding place
.

"Yes," She Said.

tal survey of all the weather records

of the last twenty years. Wright had
almost forgotten what he had said
when she at last gave the conversation
football a dainty kick by saying:
"Yes."

This time he was ready for her. His
embarrassment was wearing off and
he began again promptly:
"Don't the rains make the road pretty bad out your way?"
"My friends manage to get out to
i
see me."
This was a chill rejoinder, and
Wright felt he had lost several points
in their game of Indirection.
"Locust Lawn is quite a distance
out," he ventured.
"Not far enough to discourage my
friends."
This goaded him to an apology. He
regretted that she was not making it
easy for him, but he forgavo her because he knew she did not understand.
"Because I've been ro busy, please
don't think that I'm discouraged."
"Why should I think, of it at all?"
she replied with spirit.
Her remark hurt him, both her words
and her manner of speech. It tore
away his reserve and made hin? burt
forth in protest.
"That's not like you, Gloria. We've
been such good friends."
"We have been good friends," she
admitted promptly. "Ia there any
reason, Joe, why we should not be
now?"
His heart beat high within him at
her words. They were so direct, so
honest, so like the one woman of his
dreams. It grieved him that he could
not be as direct with her; but that
was impossible, for over them was the
sinister shadow of David Kerr, her
father, the Boss of Belmont.
"Tliere'B no reason why we shouldn't
be good friends, Gloria.
What put
that idea Into your head?"
"My circle of friends in Belmont
seems to have grown smaller and
smaller."
"Please don't put me on the outside."
"You seem to have put yourself
'
there.".
The conversation lagged. There wa3
so much to think about. Gloria was
Keeking to reconcile his explanations
with her own observations. Looking
at him closely she saw that he did not
have that fresh, robust look which a
month ago had made him seem fit for
a gladiatorial contest. As' he sat in
the big office chair he seemed to
relax with fatigue. Hi3 face was thinner, and there were little lines of
worry about his eyes. Between his
kind"
brows and on either side his mouth
"Didn't I tell you," the judge said tc were to be seen creases which the
.the girl. "Not a word. You must
trl thought proclaimed to the world
.take my placejintfl I .return. If you'll

I"

las strength of character! X month
ago she had not noticed them. She
had felt he was such a man, but the
wrinkles, confirming her belief, could
almost be called a source of joy to
her. They had made away with some
of the youthfulness, but in his face
she now saw something which more
than compensated. It had greater
strength now, strength Buch as was
written on her father's countenance
"You look tired." Her low, sympa
thetic tones and her solicitous look
did what nothing else could do. They
melted his stern purpose to bear it
all in silence for yet a few days into
a desire to take her as much as he
'dared into his confidence.
With a
woman's quick perception she would
understand that he was unhappy. Her
sympathy and her confidence in him
would nerve him to fight the 'good
fight as nothing else could and his
heart was stirred' by the possibility."
"Yes," he admitted, "I'm tired and
sick at heart,'
"Why don't you take a vacation T
Go to Europe."

T

1

forward, because they brought hei
closer to him, before he said:
"No, Gloria, you must hear me. 1
didn't mean to sp'eak now, of all times,
but it had to be some day, and perhaps it is all for the best now,"
The woman leaned her hand upon
the table for support, turning hall
away from him.
"Don't Joe, please don't," she
"I must go."
"No, no, I must tell you. You've
asked me if you could help me. 1
want you to help me; you can help
me always.
I love you. I want you
to be my wife. I have loved you, oh,
so long; and, most of all, I've felt
Jhat you have needed mej.. DonLJel
mur-mure-

cating where the treasure was buried.
Gutierrez, who lived on the ranch for
many years, acquiring a large area of
farming land, was known to be
wealthy and to have no confidence In
the banks for the storage! of his riches.
The money was in on9 big copper receptacle with another inverted over
it and. was in good. condition.
The late owner of the money was
the father of Mrs. J. B. Nipp and Mrs.
Adolf o Otero of North Eighth street
and it is understood the heirs have
made disposal of the money, Bazan
receiving 10 for h's discovery of the
coin.
ti)
.
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CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

FOR

DELAY

pastor.
ALLEGES TELEPHONE COMPANY ASKS PUBLIC
TO JOIN IN HIS
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mas3
DISCRIMINATES IN FAVOR OF
FIGHT TO SAVE
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
THE WESTERN UNION
VALLEY
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 P. m. Rosary an benediction
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20 The state
John Muir, the noted naturalist who
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 P. corporation commission has been call is
president of the Society for the
m.
ed on to do a little trust busting, if Preservation of National Parks, has
Sunday school for English speak- - the allegations in the Postal Tele sent broadcast an appeal for support
ing and Spanish speaking children graph company's complaint are true. in his fight against California's proevery Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
W. C. Black, superintendent for the ject to make the beautiful Hetch-Hetch- y
Postal Telegraph-Cablcompany of
valley a vast reservoir,
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- Denver, has filed with the state cor- j The
appeal, in part, follows:
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. poration commission a formal com"For the preservation of this valley
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- plaint against the Mountain States we make this public
appeal in the
day excepted. Second mass 8.30: Telephone and Telegraph company Relief that the people will not sit
sermon in English, hymns rendered alleging discrimination
against his dly by, while a municipality which
by the children under the direction company and in Javor ot tne Western 'admits it can obtain sufficient water
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass Union in cases where telephone patjfrom several other sources by pay.
at 10:30 a. m.," sermon in Spanish. rons wish to send a telegram and ing a little more, is
trying to destroy
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 ask central to connect them with the and convert to its own uses the
won.
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- telegraph office.
Mr. mack in n!s derful Hetch-Hetchvalley In the
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital complaint alleges that almost invari"uihc 'vouuijai iarn. Dy CUlling
for the Insane, mass very fourth iably this request is complied with down its magnificent
groves of
by" connecting the telephone patron
Sunday by the pastor.
own planting, and burying its
with the" Western Union.
He asks gardens and lawns 200 feet deep for
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, that the defendant be made to cease a water
tank. This destructive
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National such discriminatory actions, and for scheme Is embodied in a bill introthe promulgation of such rules and duced by Congressman Raker 'of Calavenue, East Las Vegas.
Tenth Sunday after Trinity, July 27 regulations by the commission as ifornia, and desperate efforts are bewill make it impossible for the tele ing made to rush it
1913.
through congress
phone company' to throw all of Its before anything like the full wide
Holy Communion, 7:30.
business to one telegraph company.
Sunday School, 9:45.
Imhearing which the
In an affidavit which
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
accompanies portance of the subject demands, can
the complaint J. S. Creegan, manager be had. Repeated appeals have been
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 433, "How Sweet the Name," at Albuquerque for the Postal, states made to the public lands committee
that in 48 instances in Albuquerque of the house of representatives for
(Spinney.)
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant, in which he told central he wished postponement until December, in orto send a telegram, he was connected der that evidence now in
(Robinson.)
preparation
with the Western Union every time may be presented. But the commitGloria Patri, Chant. (Robinson )
Te Deum Landamus, (J. R. Thomas.) but two. He further spates that A. tee has closed the hearings.
D. Graham,
"The invaders urge that but few-visi-t
formerly district manaBenedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
Hetch-HetchHymn 485, "I Love Thy Kingdom ger, stated to him that he (Graham)
valley, and that
had
not
from
ofreceived
the
needs
of a great city are parathe
home
Lord," (Williams.)
fice a certain circular letter supposed mount to the pleasures ot a few. Tbe
Sermon.
Hymn 416, "A Lover of Strength," to have been sent out; in which the same argument would have applied
telephone company Instructs its cen to Yosemite before good roads were
(Luther's Hymn.)
tral girls to ask which company is made. With good roads and traila
Chant
189, (Anon.)
Presentation,
Hymn 402, "Jerusalem My Happy preferred whenever a request for a connecting it with the Yosemite and
telegraph company connection Is de the other important
places in the
Home," (H. S. Irons.)
will inpark, travel to Hetch-HetchThis church Is open daily for pri sired.
A
Exhibit
crease
45
to
as
the
Yosemite
date
travel
of
the
calls
gives
just
vate prayer and meditation.
in Raton and Albuquerque in each of has increased.
which the telephone company con
"A hundred
years ago travel inCHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
nected
to
the
the
with
was
Western
the
inquirer
Alps
negligible. Now it
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Union, instead of asking which com has become the 'playground of EuRev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
rope,' and consular reports indicate
Communion and preaching 11 a.'m. pany was preferred.
over two million persons travel
that
Christian Endeavor 7 p. m.
to the Swiss Alps annually
If al8
m.
services
p.
Evening
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
lowed to Increase without restriction,.
Don't overlook the grave fact that
..
r tVta TXai ti.TTottVnT nritl
M. E. CHUKCH
FIRST
Cor
rheumatism easily "settles in the trove!
so
be
'
to
as
make
scheiu.s
any
great
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. ts. heart, and disturbs the valvular action. The cure consists In removing to destroy it unthinkable, and no
C. Anderson, pastor.
the cause. Foley
Pills so tone community would suffer grea'.ei- - "oss
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor- up and strengthenKidney
the kidneys that
its destruction than San
sio.
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
they keep the blood free of poisons by
or the Y
establishment
"Since
the
and
m.
uric
acid
Evening
League, 6:45 p.
crystals, that cause rheumatism, swollen Joints, backache, uri- semite National park by act i conworship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
A cordial invitation is extended to nary irregularities and disturbed heart gress, October 1, 1S90, constant tviife
action.
Try them. O. G. Schaefer has been going on arounl its hordes s.
all who have no other place of wor- and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
"The first application to the govship to attend divine services at this
ernment
by the San Francisco superchurch.
AUTO RECORD'S MAY FALL
visors foife the use of Lake Eleanor
Galveston, Tex., July 26. With and the Hetch-Hetchvalley for resFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug- many high powered cars entered and ervoirs was made October 15, 1901,
las avenue and Tenth street Morn- with the speediest pilots in America and denied December 22, 1903, fcy tha
to man them it is expected that some secretary of the interior. In his "re
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock.
new
world's straightaway records will port on this case he well says:
Bible study and Sundar school sesbe set up at the automobile
race
Tt is proposed to convert Lake
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Christo be held on Galveston beach Eleanor and Iletch-Iietenmeeting
valley, rem.
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p
the
first
three
of
next
for the
week.
reservoirs
days
into
spectively,
The church extends a most hearty
The
for Monday, the open- storage of water supply for the city.
program
invitation to all people.
Strangers
of the meet, provides for five Both are admittedly scenic features
and sojourners in the city especially ing day
the chief of which will be the of the Yosemite National park. Hetch- events,
welcomed.
$5,000 Cotton Carnival sweepstakes, Hetchey valley is widely known for
4VJ hours
a
continuous its wonderful natural conditions and
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
race.
marvelous scenic interest.
of Main and Sixth streets. Rev. N. B.
" 'The valley proper is about three
Green, Pastor.
f
miles long and of a
and
a
Is
If
offered
for
subslitute
you
Sunday school, 9:45 o'clock, a. m.
It means a cheap- width varying from
to
Kidney
Foley
Pills,
Morning service with sermon, 11:30 er medicine is Dressed upon you for
nf n. milp Tlip. rnsrjrftfi
o'clock.
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
the dealer granite walls, crowned with domes.
B. Y. P. U., 7 o'clock p. m.
Kidney Pills may cost
more
a
than
but towers, spires and battlements, seem
8
substitute,
cheap
Evening service with sermon,
othto rise almost perpendicular upon all
better
than
restilis
they give
any
o'clock.
er kidney and bladder medicine. Asi sides to a height of 2,500 feet above
The public is cordially Invited to for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaethis beautiful emerald meadow,
attend any of these services.
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv
"'If natural scenic attractions of
the
grade and character of Lake Ele-no- r
CHURCH
BOPTIST
SHILOH
PERRY CELEBRATION AT TOLEDO
and Hetch-Hetchvalley are not
Corner Columbia and Railroad ave- '
Toledo, July 26. The name of of the class which the law commands,
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor. Commodore Oliver
Hazard Perry, the secretary to preserve and retain
Preaching 11 a. m., and g p. m., by whom Toledo adopted years ago as a in
their natural condition, it would
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a. sort ot
patron saint and in memory seem difficult to find any in the park
wel3
p m. All are
m.; B. Y. P U.,
of whom she has named buildings, that are, unless it be the Yoesmlto
come to attend these services.
streets and suburbs, will be further valley itself. In the absence of the
honored the coming week by a great clearest expression to the contrary, it
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
celebration of the centennial of the is inconceivable that it was intended:
Regular services every Sunday morn- battle of
Those in charge by the act of February 15, 1901, to-ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday of the arrangements believe the fes
confer any authority to be exercised
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall. tivities here will eclipse all of the for the subversion of those
natuia)
similar celebrations to be held in the conditions which are essential to thn
The agonizing discomfort and sense Great Lakes cities thi3 summer. One very purposes for which the park was
of suffocation that accompany hay of the principal attractions, of course,
fever and asthma may be greatly al- will be the reclaimed and rehabilileviated by the use of Foley's Honey tated Niagara, the century-ol"
flagMASONS SAIL FOR PANAMA
It has soothing
and Tar Compound.
on
which
Commodore
rode
New
ship
Perry
huu-tW20
d
Several
Orleans, July
effect on the mucus linings, and rehi?h degree Mesons, from an
lieves the gasping and tieklin-- sen- to victory in the war of 1S12. Parexercises v i pnrts of tha south Bailed from New
sation in the throat and bronchial ades and historical
tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross feature the program. The latter parr Orleans
today for Panama on the-Drug Store. Adv.
of the week the scene of exercises bartered
sleamship Atenas. T!
will be transferred1 to old Fort Meigs, principal object of the
trip, which
which figured conspicuously in the conducted under the
Improve Your Complexion.
auspices bf thf
Your complexion as well as your last war between the United States grand consistory of
Louisiana, ia extemper is rendered miserable by a dis- and Great Britain. Governors
emplification of a class of 102 at
ordered $vierancf toy .constipation.
of Kentucky, Cox of Ohio, and Panama. After
c" T
n
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you Pothler of Rhode Island Tiave accept- are conferred a branch of f,,e As , m
will improve them both. For sale by ed invitations to take part ia the cel- Arabic Order of the ?';-- !
"
ebration.
all dealers. Adv.
will he instituted.
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ON ACCOUNT
of our store being closed this afternoon we will
have an extra amount of fruits and vegetables

ill

SideWalk Skates

Special dinner at the Plaza hotel ROMAINE FIELDING OF
THE, LUBIN
Sunday, 50 cents.
Adv
COMPANY MAY LOCATE

and other vegetables from home gardens

Stearns Store
1

YOU CAN GET

$1.55 for the $2.00 Kind

MTMMqp

TfMrEgl

HERE

No trouble whatever (o take
baby shoppine or calling-- on trains, cars
or elevator no matter where you go or how you go. Tlie greatest convenience to mothers with absolute comfort for the baby is an

ft.

1

for Pointing Trowels.
15c for Screen Door Seta Complete.
20c yard for best Table Oil

Komaine Fielding, motion picture
player, writer, manager and. in fact.
the whole show, arrived in Las Vegas
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
this afternoon for a short business
In wood. Direct from the distillery
Cloth.
visit in the interest of the .Lubin Mov
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
75c
for $1.25 Tennis Rackets. '
ing Picture company, which at pres
Adv, ent
25c, 35c, 45c for Tennis Balls.
has headquarters for the west at
6c for three Nest Eggs.
There will be a special choir at Silver City. Mr. Fielding is the most
"movie"
popular
actor
in
5c for 3 doien Clothes Pins.
the
United
the union services tomorrow morning
5c for Blue Seal Vaseline.
at the Presbyterian, church instead States, and when he passed through
the large crowd that was at the sta
of the large chorus choir. Everybody
6c for Glass Percolator Tops.
tion
he was recognized immediately
to
is Invited
attend these .services.
6c
for Map'ie Door StopB.
by a number of the followers of mov'
85c
for $1.25 Galvanized Rural
ing pictures.
The Greater Las Vegas band will
Mail Boxes.
Mr. Fielding today received a tele
give Its regular Sunday night concert
gram from the Motion Picture MagaSee Our Big Line of
tomorrow night in the Plaza. The
zine to the effect that he had won the
CAST ALUMINUM WARE
band has been working on many new
big popular player contest and that he
pieces and a good concert is promised had won
with over one half million
votes ahead of his nearest competitor.
This Week at
and Eusebio
Guadalupe Delgado
Mr. Fielding is on his way to Silver
Herrera were arrested last night by
City from the east where he has been
Santa Fe Officer W. L. Dickson for on
business. In company with Hallett
trespassing on Santa Fe property and Raynolds, W. H. Stark and
H. P,
when brought before Judge D. R. Mur
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
Browne, Mr. Fielding left this after
ray this morning were sentenced to noon for the
mountains north of Las
days in jail and the payment of Vegas where he will be
shown' the
the costs of the case The jail sen- fine
of La8 yegas scenery. Mr
points
This morning at 8:50 o'clock, Raf- tence being suspended, they paid the
Fielding w'll look at this scenery with aelita
costs and were released.
Duran, the 20 year old daughter
the prospect of locating his companv
of Mr. and Mrs. Vidal Duran. riiprl
here if conditions are favorable As
after an illness of several months.
A large party left this morning for the manager of the Lubin comDanv: The funeYal
services will be held
Santa Fe in automobiles where they Mr. Fielding is anxious to locate where
Monday morning from the Church of
ill remain until Monday.' Those in the scenery Is fitted for the taking of
the Immaculate Conception. The funthe party were Mr. and Mrs. Charles excellent pictures and them la littip eral will be
under the direction of J.
Danziger, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern, doubt in the minds of the local boost
Johns an & Son.
Mrs. Abe Frank, Miss Louise Frank, ers that Mr. Fielding will find Las
Miss Hannah Frank, Jake Stern, Mrs. Vegas an excellent place, suitable to
Stern, Miss Eddie Zander, Miss Re-- his requirements.
gina Stern, Miss Henrleta Rothschild,
AMERICANS
nd Leonard Hoskins.
The revival campaign which is be
Ing conducted in the city under the
DOUBLES MATCH
According to information received leadership of Rev. William M. Run
here today, W. E. Curtis, the man ynn win terminate with a series of
who formerly ran the Dixie Pressing union services tomorrow.
At U a
club, is in trouble In Trinidad, being m. there will be a union preaching ONE MORE VICTORY WILL GIVE
under arrest for selling alleged fake service in the Presbyterian church.
THEM POSSESSION OF THE
oil stock in a Texas concern. Curtis At 3 p. m. there will be another mest
DAVIS TROPHY
was well known here. He was In Las ing for men In the T. M. C. A. gym
Vegas the greater part of 1912, going naslum. The concluding service will
Wimbledon, July 26. By winning
to Walsenburg In the late fall of that be held in the Duncan opera house
today's doubles matches in the series
year. He returned to this city last beginning promptly at 7:45. The for the Davis cup, the American lawn
ipring and stayed a short time. Cur- - theme for the morning preaching tennis
and
McLoughlin
tis was a member of the Las Vegas service Is "Our Wealth in Christ" Hackett,challengers,the United States
placed
The
subject for the address at the
lodge of Moose
In the series. They have
men's meeting is ."The Gospel Grip." team ahead
a singles match and a double
bad
The theme for the evening sermon
TO CHANGE POSITIONS
is "Running the Blockade." Special match, of which the Englishmen took
Changes in the management of the music will be provided ror all these one singles match. To win the cup.
operating department of the Atchison, meetings. We urge upon the mem- the Americans need to win only one
Topeka and Santa Fe railway which bers of our churches and congregat- match of the two to be played
may sweepingly affect the western di ions- the importance of attending
visions are imminent, according to in these concluding services, and most McLoughlin and Hackett were con
sidered by experts a weak combination
formation received in local railroad cordially invite the general
public
circles. C. H. Bristol, superintendent to avail itself of the last on as compared with Barrett and Dixon
at the beginning of today's match. But
at Pueblo, Colo., it is said, will become portunity to hear the evangelist.
the
young Californian, by his brilliant
La
at
NORMAN SKINNER,
general superitendent
Junta,
play, made up for the deficiency of his
while J. M. Kurn, general superintend
E. C. ANDERSON,
partner and carried off the match af
ent at La Junta, will go to Amarillo
N. B. GREEN,
ter a hard fight in a sensational fashas general manager of the Texas lines.
J. I. IMHOF.
ion by three sets to two. The scores
C. Fox, general manager at Amaril
were
and
lo, it is understood, will become gen
"HARVEY'S"
in me rourtn set, while making a
eral manager of the Pacific coast
Famous mountain ranch: 31st sea violent smash, McLoughlin broke his
lines' with offices at San Francisco. At
son. Old management: old rates. Car
acquet and lost a point which brought
Pueblo, Bristol will be succeeded by
rlage out every Saturday. Leave or- England within one point of set and
B. A. West, the present roadmaster,
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
the match." Then, on his own ser
according to the report. ;'
vice with a new racquet, he brought
the game even. A terrific smash and
a hurtling service gave the game to
LAVTON'S LECTURE
the Americans, placing them out of
danger at five games all. Hackett at
WARMLY PRAISED
this point began to give a good ac
count of himself, and two double
faults by Dixon gave the Americans
OPENING NUMBER OF HOSPITAL 1
the lead. .They won the set smoothly
BAKERY
BENEFIT COURSE EXPECTED
On Hackett'B service.

Carrier,

and Bassinet, and can be chanced
Where tmimaslbla to wheel slmnlv null s
settles uently to the ground. Wheels disappear Into
babyout. Can be hung on the arm and carried with ease permits one arm ta
befree. let us show you Its many conveniences.
oilier
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Head this Testimony

10c for White Enameled Mugs.
10c

II

It
It la a combined
irom one to ll
string and the

When I first saw the Oriole
I.thought it would not be useful unti1
baby was older, but I have changed my opinion. I would not exchange for
ten of the old kind baby carriages. It is so convenient for taking baby on the
street car and train, or for wheeling, or for making a bed for baby in the house,
MRS.

H. CARSON, Chatham, Ont.

are the exclusive Lbs Vegaa

We

,

J.

agents for the Oriole

-

et

J. C. JOHNSEN

& SON

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
h.. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

-

ICE COLD BUTTERHILK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANY TIME - 15c GALLON

WOO

O H L M CJ D

QUARTERS

.

Take Baby Shopping With You

(5 ; GIRLS

Best BalJ Bearind

VEGAS

i
hi
way cook at nome when you can
get a better dinner Sunday at the
Plaza hotel for BO cents?
Adv.

Fed Raspberries Pie Cherries
Strawberries
Peaches Las Cruces Cantaloupes
Cauliflower
Extra Fancy Table Plums
Cucumber
Celery

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
fh

CONSIDERS LAS

Try a dram ot OIQ Taylor Bour
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

.

WE EXPECT

I

bon

at 7:51

OF MOVIES

HEAD

for tomorrow morning.

Q

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

SATURDAY, JULY 26, 1913.
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Gross, Kelly f & Go.
Sole Agents

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
.:

Capital.

nF

$100 .(X)p

LAS VEGAS.

N

VI

Surplus, and Undivided pHom

35 000

Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good
Banluajj

Interest Paid on

T Into

FULLY EQUIPPFO

51,050

t

Deposit

AT YOUR BOOR

OVERLAND HODO,

59T,

Telephone orcall and we will have our demon- stra tor show you
--

Los

I

Veps4stsmgie

Phone Main 344

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Mr,ps

6--

,

BUY AtJ

l.tfERY

WMGOfj
Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and moie customers

whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, iclialile in operation cheaper than horse
power

f
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nii: breakfast
will always be a success if ydu serve Chase
v
& Sinobrn s .'. 4?

SEAL BRANDXOFFEE
j

; i

Any food ta.stes good witn it

ISSEORAAFilAYWARDCO.STORE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas,

lo Hose of

111?

N. M.

Best of Everjliiing EsisMB

VEKTBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

BE

GOOD

Now that the state encampment of
the national guard is over, the next
big thing that will appear in Las
Vegas is the illustrated lecture course
that) begins at 'the Duncan opera
house August 11. Dr. Howard T.
Widdemer, pastor of the First Pres
byterian church of Asbury Park, N.
J., says of Professor Layton.
"He stands at the head of the
musical
His illustrated
people.
music-ar- t
lecture, which I have heard,
is a fine thing, the best of its kind
I have ever heard."
Talent Bays of this lecture:
"Professor Layton's lecture-recita- l
at Association hall, New York city,
was a successful affair, sustaining
the high reputation and standard of
Professor Layton's musical lecture
entertainments."
In addition to Professor Layton's
lecture, Miss Sara Mae Reynolds will
render selections from grand opera.
There will be other noted musicians
assisting In this entertainment.
This lecture will well be worth all
the entire course costs. It will, however, be followed by four othersreach
of which will be a masterpiece In Its
class,

THE BEST THAT
CAN BE MADE

NOTHING
ft

a.re headquarters for fresh

:b

li

11

'

.

W.'VV

EVANGELISTIC

WORK

Evangelist Runyan has led a streu
uous life since coming to Las Vegas.
With the exception of Saturdays and
in
Mondays when he has preached but
once, he has delivered from two to
0 three sermons or addresses each day.
These have averaged about an hour
in length and have been delivered
STRAWBERRIES ANO
without manuscript and. usually with
out notes, and In that fervent, earnCHERRIES EVERY DAY
est manner which is so taxing to the
vital energies. In additkn to this
he has led the chorus at ever,' meeting and has attended to numerous
details in connection with the revival campaign. Tomorrow "ho will
preach in the Presbytia ian church
at 11 o'clock, give an addres? at thi
Y.'M. C. A. at 3 o'clock and preach
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
again in the Duncan opera house in
the evening.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CllMfIl8

ILFELD COMPANY,

Agents

Vegetables
Fruits

H

1

I

and
Season

i

C. 0. BOUCHER I

V

"SOFT" IN

REV. MR. RUNYAN
HAS BEEN
WORKING AS HARD AS ANY
MAN IN LAS VEGAS

We

'

at

FOR. SALE

'

Furniture of a
birds-ey- e

Beat,

house complete, including a very handsome
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
v
rugs, chairs, etc.

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell all
together if possible.
!;

CALL OR PHONE

The Investment and Agency
Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,

Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603

LInco'm Avenue.

I

